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In the first section of this paper we obtain an asymptotic expansion near
Ä ` Ä .semi-simple elements of orbital integrals m f of C -functions f on symmetricx cÄ
spaces GrH. Here G is a reductive p-adic group, and H is the group of fixed
points of an involution s on G. This extends the germ expansion of J. Shalika and
M.-F. Vigneras in the group case.
The main part of the paper studies examples of groups G with involution s ,
which have the property that the spherical characters associated with their spheri-
cal admissible representations are not identically zero on the regular set of GrH.
 .  .  .These include G s GL n q m , H s GL n = GL m for n s m s 1 or 2, and
n s 1, m G 3. More general results had been obtained by J. Sekiguchi in the case
of real symmetric spaces, generalizing Harish-Chandra's work in the group case,
over archimedean and non-archimedean fields. Our interest is in the p-adic case.
There the techniques are entirely different from Sekiguchi's. In fact we use the
recent work of J. Hakim and C. Rader and S. Rallis who showed that the spherical
character is smooth on the regular set, and has asymptotic expansion in terms of
Fourier transforms of invariant distributions on the nilpotent cone, as found by
Harish-Chandra in the group case.
Our study of the nonvanishing of some spherical characters uses a construction
of an explicit basis of the space of invariant distributions on the nilpotent cone.
This is done on regularizing spherical orbital integrals, and taking suitable linear
combinations. This local work is motivated by concrete applications to the theory
of Deligne-Kazhdan lifting of spherical automorphic representations. In some
 .  .  .other examples, concerning G s GL 3n and H s GL n = GL 2n , and G s
 .  .O 3, 2 , H s O 2, 2 , we explicitly construct invariant distributions on the nilpotent
cone which are equal to their Fourier transform. Such examples do not exist in
Harish-Chandra's group case.
In the last two sections, following Harish-Chandra's simple proof in the group
Ä Ä .case, we show that m f is locally constant on the regular set of x, uniformly in f ,ÄxÄ
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in some cases. Following D. Kazhdan's proof of his density theorem we show that
Ä Ä .an f which annihilates all spherical characters has m f s 0 on the regularxÄ
elliptic set. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Let G be a reductive group defined over a non-archimedean local field
w x  .F. As in SS, St , s denotes an involution automorphism of order 2 of G
over F. Let H s Gq be the group of fixed points of s in G. Put
 . q  .G s G F , H s G s H F for the corresponding groups of F-points, and
s for the induced involution of G. Then G, H are l-groups in the
w xterminology of Bernstein and Zelevinskii BZ . To simplify this introduc-
tion the centers of the groups are ignored. For any l-space X one has the
` .space C X of complex valued locally constant compactly supportedc
` .Ufunctions on X, and the dual space C X of distributions on X. Whenc
` .U AA is a group acting on X, C X denotes the space of A-invariantc
distributions on X.
w xFollowing the work of Jacquet and Lai JL on automorphic forms with
nonzero periods a brief discussion of this motivation is postponed to the
.end of this introduction , there is currently considerable interest in H =
H-invariant distributions on G. These occur as orbital integrals in the
geometric side of Jacquet's ``relative trace formula'' a more descriptive
.title is ``bi-period summation formula'' for the case at hand , and as
spherical characters on the spectral side of this formula.
y1 Ä .Denote the image of the map GrH ª G, g ¬ g s gs g , by G.Ä
` Ä .  .  .Given f g C G , put f g s H f gh dh. If H = H acts on G by rightÄc H
Ä ` U H=H .and left multiplication, and H acts on G by conjugation, then C Gc
` Ä U H ` Ä U H .  .s C G . Examples of elements in the space C G of interest arec c
Ä .given by orbital integrals. A semi-simple in G element g of G is calledÄ
 .s-regular if its centralizer Z g in H is a torus. Using the fact that HÄH
 . w xand Z g are unimodular, and BZ , one has a unique Haar measure onÄH
 .  .  . the orbit O g s Int H g , HrZ g . Since this orbit is closed byÄ Ä ÄH
Äw x.Richardson Ri , this extends to an H-invariant distribution on G sup-
Ä Ä Ä .  .   . . ported on the orbit O g , denoted by m f s H f Int h g dh f gÄ Äg Hr Z g .Ä ÄH
` Ä Ä ..C G , and named the ``spherical'' orbital integral of f at g . Thus m isÄc gÄ
` Ä U H .an element of C G . In Section 1 we study the asymptotic behavior ofc
Ä .the distributions m in the vicinity of a semi-simple in G element s in G,ÄgÄ
which is not necessarily regular.
Before describing this, note that our setting of symmetric spaces GrH
reduces to the classical ``group'' case of a reductive group G acting on
 .  .itself by conjugation, when one takes G s H = H and s x, y s y, x .
 .The asymptotic behavior of the orbital integrals m f sg
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  . .H f Int g g dg in the vicinity of a semi-simple element s of G hasG r Z g .G w x w xbeen studied by Shalika Sh and Vigneras V . Section 1 extends their
work from the group case H = HrH, to that of a general symmetric space
GrH. This extension is needed both for the study of Jacquet's summation
formula mentioned above, as well as for the study of the spherical
characters.
A preliminary result in the study of these orbital integrals is geometric.
Ä Ä .Fix a semi-simple in G element s in G, and denote by G the set of x inÄ ÄsÄ
Ä Ä .G whose semi-simple part lies in Int H s. Then H acts on G byÄ sÄ
Äw xconjugation, and by Richardson Ri , the set G is closed and consists ofsÄ
finitely many H-orbits. Proposition 1.1 shows that the dimension of the
` Ä U H .complex vector space C G is finite, bounded by the number ofc sÄ
ÄH-orbits in G .sÄ
The contrast between the proof of this proposition in the symmetric
space and the group cases is interesting. In the group case, the centralizer
 .  w x.Z x of any x in G is unimodular e.g., Springer and Steinberg SS ,G
`  ..  w x.hence the orbital integral m exists on C O x by BZ . By theO  x . c
w x  w x  .theorem of Rao R and Bernstein Be for GL n and fields of positive
.  .  .characteristic , it extends to the closure O x of the orbit O x s Int G x .
 w x.of x, and to G by BZ . These results do not extend to the general
symmetric space case, but of course one still has the ``closed orbit lemma''
 w x.e.g., Borel Bo , and the finite dimensionality can be established; yet no
natural basis exists.
 4Using the ``closed orbit lemma'' one can choose a basis L for the space
` Ä U H Ä .  .C G , and functions G x on the regular set of x in G, called germsÄ Äc s LÄ
of orbital integrals, and the asymptotic expansion takes the following form.
Ä ` Ä Ä .For every f in C G and semi-simple s in G, there exists an H-Äc
Äinvariant open and closed neighborhood V of s in G such that for everyÄÄf
Ä Ä .  .  .regular x in V one has m f s  G x L f .Ä ÄÄf x L LÄ
ÄConversely, any H-invariant function on the regular set of G which is
Ä  .compactly supported on GrInt H and has such asymptotic behavior is an
Äorbital integral of some f.
wIt is important to note that in the group case, Harish-Chandra HC1,
x  .Theorem 10 shows that m f is zero for all x in G if it vanishes for allx
w xregular elements x in G. The proof of this relies on HC1, Lemma 8 ,
which uses the local integrability of characters of supercuspidal represen-
w xtations. This had been proven by Harish-Chandra HCD . The analogues in
the symmetric space case}the spherical characters}are rarely locally
integrable, even for spherical supercuspidal representations. The proof of
w xHC1, Theorem 10 does not extend to the spherical case, and indeed the
Ä Ä .vanishing of m f for all regular x in G does not imply in general thatÄxÄ
Ä ` Ä U H .  .L f is zero for all L in C G . Some examples and counter-examplesc
have been studied in the case of rank one symmetric spaces by van Dijk
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w x w xD in the real case, and Rader and Rallis RR in the non-archimedean
case.
To describe the contents of the main part, Sections 2]10, of this paper,
let us recall the notion of a spherical character of an irreducible admissible
G-module p which is H-spherical. The adjective H-spherical means that
U  .the dual p s Hom p , C of p contains a nonzero H-invariant elementC
L. Fix also an H-invariant LX / 0 in the dual of the contragredient p of p .Ä
` .  . XThen for every f g C G the vector p f L lies in the smooth part p ofc
Ä .the dual of p . The spherical character of p is defined to be L f sÄ p
X Ä  . :L, p f L . It is an H-invariant distribution on G. In the group case,
 .  .where G s H = H and s x, y s y, x , it coincides with the trace distri-
bution.
w xHarish-Chandra HC1, Theorem 5 described the asymptotic expansion
 .  .  .of the character x , where tr p f s Hx g f g dg, near any semi-simplep p
element of the group. The description extends to the spherical situation, as
w xshown by Hakim H in the case where ErF is a quadratic field extension,
 .  .  .G s G F and H s G F s is the Galois action , and by Rader and
w x w xRallis RR in the general case of GrH RR considers the expansion only
near the identity, but the description extends to any semi-simple element
w x.by the arguments of H . Their combined result is as follows.
 .y1Given s in G such that s s ss s is semi-simple, let M be theÄ
 . qconnected component of the centralizer Z s of s in G, and M s M lÄ ÄG
Gq, where Gqs H is the group of fixed points of s in G. Denote by g
the Lie algebra of G, by gq the algebra of s-fixed points in g , and by gy
 .the y1 eigenspace of s in g. Let M be the centralizer Z s of s in g ,Ä Äg
" "  4  q.and M s M l g . Let L be a basis for the space of Ad M -invariant
distributions on My which are supported on the nilpotent set My ofnilp
y Ã ` y . M . One defines as usual the Fourier transform f of f g C M byc
Ã Ã .   ..  . w x.yf Y s H c B Y, X f X dX; see HC1 . The Fourier transform T ofM
` y.U ` y.Uthe distribution T in C M is the element of C M defined byc c
Ã Ã .  . w xT f s T f . Then the asymptotic expansion of Hakim H and Rader and
w xRallis RR can be expressed as follows.
Given the H-spherical irreducible admissible G-module p , and the basis
 4 ` y .U MqL of the finite-dimensional space C M , there are unique com-c nilp
 . ` y.plex numbers c p such that for every f g C M which is supported inL c
a sufficiently small neighborhood of zero, we have the asymptotic expan-
Ã .  .  .sion L f (exp s  c p L f .p L L
y Ä y1  . 4Here the exponential map exp: M ª M s m s ms m ; m g M isÄ
a homeomorphism on a sufficiently small neighborhood of zero in My,
extending under conjugation by Mq to the entire nilpotent set of My.
ÄMoreover, on the regular set of G the distribution L is represented by ap
locally constant function.
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w xThe last assertion is proven in Harish-Chandra HC1, Theorem 3 in the
 w x. w xgroup case a simple proof is given in Harish-Chandra HC2 , in FH in
 . w xthe special quadratic symmetric space case considered in FH , and in
w xgeneral in Rader and Rallis RR . It will be interesting to extend the
w xsimple proof of HC2 to the general spherical case.
w x w xIn the group case, Harish-Chandra HC1, Theorem 3 , using HCD , has
shown that the character of a G-module p is a locally integrable function.
In particular it is not identically zero on the regular set of G. The
analogous local integrability statement holds when ErF is quadratic,
 .  . w xG s G F , H s G F , by Hakim H . Hence L is again not identicallyp
Äzero on the regular set of G. However, for a general symmetric space
GrH, the H-invariant distribution L is not locally integrable. Moreover,p
 .we show in Sects. 7 and 8 that there exist H-invariant distributions L on
the nilpotent set of gy whose Fourier transform on gy is also supported
on the nilpotent set of gy. This suggests that there might be admissible
 .G-modules p perhaps only in the Grothendieck group , such that L isp
supported on the nilpotent cone of gy.
In the case where the base field F is the field of real numbers,
w xSekiguchi S1 has given a condition which, when satisfied, implies that Lp
is not identically zero on the regular set. Further he listed several cases
where his condition is satisfied. The techniques employed in the
archimedean and non-archimedean cases are very different, but the final
results are similar. Sections 2]10 of this paper are then concerned with
showing in some cases that L is not identically zero on the regular set,p
and that in some cases there are self-dual equal to their Fourier trans-
.form distributions supported on the nilpotent cone. This we do in the
w xp-adic case. Our examples are consistent with those of Sekiguchi S1 .
 .Our examples concern the group G s GL n q m, F , and the involu-
 . qtion s given by conjugation with J s diag I , yI ; thus H s G isn m
 .  .isomorphic to GL n, F = GL m, F . We show that when m s 1, n ) 2
 .  .  .see Sect. 4 , or n s m s 1 see Sect. 3 , or n s m s 2 see Sects. 7]10 ,
for any admissible irreducible H-spherical G-module p , the distribution
L is not identically zero on the regular set. However, in Section 5 wep
show that if n s 2m, m G 1, then there are H-invariant distributions
which are supported on the nilpotent set of gy which are self dual.
Section 6 constructs another example of such invariant distributions on the
nilpotent cone which are equal to their Fourier transforms, on the pair
 .  .G s O 3, 2 , H s O 2, 2 of quasi-split orthogonal groups. We conjecture
that the nonvanishing result holds for all n s m G 1.
w x w xOur proof uses the asymptotic expansion result of H and RR stated
above. We construct an explicit basis of invariant distributions on the
relevant nilpotent cone on extending orbital integrals to the closure of the
orbit by viewing them as principal values of regularized integrals, and
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taking linear combinations which are H-invariant. Then we compute their
Fourier transforms, and compare their behavior. In the vanishing case, we
construct explicit examples.
The study of the spherical characters is not an idle extension of
Harish-Chandra's work to symmetric spaces. The initial motivation has
w x  .been the paper of Jacquet and Lai JL , which dealt with GL 2 , a
quadratic field extension ErF, and a quaternion algebra which is split at
each place where E splits over F. The relevant comparison of automorphic
forms has applications to the study of Shimura surfaces. But the splitting
assumption does not give rise to local symmetric spaces different from the
group case.
w xIn FH the splitting assumption is removed, and the work is extended to
 .GL n . It is observed that the ideas underlying the Deligne]Kazhdan
simple trace formula can be used to carry out the work without elaborating
too much on the asymptotic expansion of integrals and characters men-
w xtioned above. But in a recent work F2 which concerns the group G s
 .GL 2n, F , and the involution s which is given by conjugation with
 . q  .  .J s diag I , yI , thus H s G is isomorphic to GL n, F = GL n, F ,n n
the property of nonvanishing of the spherical character on the regular set
came to play a prominent role. This motivates and underlies our interest in
the questions considered here.
Section 11 here is an attempt to extend the techniques of Harish-
w xChandra's short and beautiful paper HC2 to the context of symmetric
 .   .  ..spaces. In some cases, including G, H s G E , G F , ErF a quadratic
Ä .extension, we show that the orbital integral m f is locally constant on thexÄ
s-regular set, uniformly in f. Surely this should be provable in general by
w xthe techniques of HC1 . But the simplicity of the ``submersion'' principle
w x w xof HC2 appealed to us. Reference HC2 also gives a simple proof that
characters are locally constant on the regular set. It will be interesting to
extend this proof to the spherical case.
Section 12 concerns a spherical analogue of Kazhdan's density theorem
w xK , which dealt with the group case. Very briefly, Harish-Chandra's
w xdensity mentioned above, and Bernstein's localization principle BZ, Be ,
show that the vanishing of all regular orbital integrals implies the vanish-
w xing of all invariant distributions in the group case. Kazhdan K shows in
this case that the vanishing of all characters of irreducible admissible
representations implies the vanishing of all regular orbital integrals, and
hence of all invariant distributions. Kazhdan's proof is global. Section 12
states and proves an analogue in the spherical situation. This essentially
says that the vanishing of all spherical characters implies the vanishing of
all spherical orbital integrals on the regular elliptic set. The passage from
the elliptic to general elements is a trivial change of variables formula in
the group case. But I do not know how to carry it out in the spherical case.
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In the elliptic case, our proof is global, as is Kazhdan's, and requires
developing a bi-period summation formula, as well as basic Galois coho-
w xmology. Bernstein F4 has given an entirely different, local proof of
Kazhdan's density theorem, but this too would not extend to the spherical
 .case, since in particular the singular orbital integrals are not determined
by the regular ones.
Sections 1, 11, 12 can be read independently of each other, and so can
be Sections 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]10 which depend on Section 2.
1. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF ORBITAL INTEGRALS
Let F be a non-archimedean local field, G a reductive group defined
 . qover F, s an involution automorphism of order 2 of G over F, G s H s
Gs the group of fixed points of s in G, Z the center of G, Z s Z l H,H
 .  .  .and put G s G F , H s H F , Z s Z F , etc., for the corresponding
 s .groups of F-points, and s for the induced involution of G then H s G .
The groups G, H, . . . are l-groups in the terminology of Bernstein and
w  .xZelevinskii BZ, 1.1 , namely they are Hausdorff, locally compact, and
there is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of the unit element
consisting of open compact subgroups. By abuse of terminology we refer to
G, H, . . . as reductive groups, or reductive F-groups, if G, H, . . . are. Note
 w x wthat H is reductive see Steinberg St, Theorem 8.1 and Richardson Ri, p.
x.288 .
w  .x ` .DEFINITION. For any l-space BZ, 1.1 X, denote by C X the spacec
of complex valued locally constant compactly supported functions on X,
` .U  ` . . and by C X s Hom C X , C the space of distributions on X linearc C c
` .. w  .xcomplex valued functions on C X BZ, 1.7 .c
` .In particular C GrZ is the space of locally constant functions on Gc
which transform trivially under Z and are compactly supported on G
mod Z. More generally, we could fix a closed subgroup Z of Z such that0
ZrZ has finite volume, and a character v of Z , and consider0 0
`  .C GrZ , the space of locally constant functions on G which transformc, v 0
under Z via v, and are compactly supported on G mod Z . But this0 0
would complicate the notations, so we restrict attention to Z s Z, v s 1.0
 X.The group H = H acts on G by right and left translation: h, h g s
y1 ` .  X.  .  y1 X. ` .Uhgh9 , hence on C GrZ by h, h f g s f h gh , and on C GrZc c
 X . . .  X.y1 . ` .U Aby h, h D f s D h, h f . Denote by C X the space of A-c
invariant distributions on X, where A is a group which acts on X. We are
` .U H=Hinterested in the space C GrZ of H = H-invariant distributionsc
` .on GrZ. If H acts by right translation on G, then the map C GrZ ªc
` Ä Ä .  .  .C GrHZ , f ¬ f , f g s H f gh dh is surjective, with kernel gener-c Hr ZH
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 ` .  .  ..ated by the differences f y h ? f f g C GrZ , h g H, h ? f g s f gh .c
` .U ` .UThe dual map C GrHZ ª C GrZ is then an injection onto thec c
wspace of H-invariant distributions on GrZ. Thus, as noted in Prasad P,
x ` .U H ` .ULemma 4.1 , C GrZ s C GrHZ . Denote the image of the mapc c
y1 Ä ` U H ` Ä U .  .  .GrHZ ª GrZ , g ¬ g s gs g , by G. Then C GrZ s C G .ÄH c c
` U H=H ` Ä U H Ä .  .Similarly, C GrZ s C G , where H acts on G by conjugation:c c
 .;  . y1h ? g s hg s Int h g s hgh .Ä Ä Ä
` Ä U H .Examples of elements in the space C G of interest are given byc
orbital integrals.
ÄDEFINITION. An element g of G will be called s-regular if it isÄ
 .semi-simple in G and its centralizer Z g in H is a torus.ÄH
  . .So if g is regular in G its centralizer Z g in G is a torus , then it isÄ ÄG
w  .xs-regular. A reductive group is unimodular BZ, 1.19 . Hence H is
 . w  .xunimodular, and if g is s-regular, so is the torus Z g . By BZ, 1.21 ,Ä ÄH
 .there exists a unique up to a scalar multiple H-invariant distribution on
 .  . HrZ g H acts by left translation . It is a measure it takes positiveÄH
.  .  . .values at f / 0, f G 0 . The orbit of g is denoted by O g s Int H g sÄ Ä Ä
  . 4  .  .  .Int h g ; h g H . Then HrZ g , O g by h ¬ Int h g , and we have:Ä Ä Ä ÄH
Ä Ä .   . .  .DEFINITION. The orbital integral m f s Hf Int h g d h is theÄg Hr Z g .Ä ÄH
 .  .unique up to a positive multiple H-invariant measure on O g ; thus mÄ gÄ
`  ..U Hspans C O g .Äc
Ä .  wSince g is semi-simple, its H-orbit O g is closed in G Richardson Ri,Ä Ä
x. w  .Theorem 7.5, p. 287 . We shall use the following observation of BZ, 1.8 ,
 .x1.9 . If Y is an open subset in an l-space X, and Z s X y Y, i is theY
extension by zero and p is the restriction, then the sequenceZ
i pY Z` ` `6 6i 0 ª C Y C X C Z ª 0 .  .  .  .c c c
is exact, and so is its dual
pU iUU UZ Y` ` `6 6ii 0 ª C Z C X C Y ª 0. .  .  .  .c c c
 .Hence for a s-regular g , the distribution m on the closed subset O g ofÄ ÄgÄ
Ä Ä w  .x  .G extends to a measure on G, which is supported BZ, 1.10 on O g ;Ä
` Ä U H .hence it is H-invariant. Namely, m extends to an element of C G .g cÄ
Our aim is to study the asymptotic behavior of the distributions m in thegÄ
Ä .vicinity of a semi-simple in G element s of G, which is not necessarilyÄ
s-regular.
EXAMPLE. Before describing this, we note that our setting, symmetric
spaces GrH, reduces to the classical situation of a reductive group G
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acting on itself by conjugation, in the case where we take G s H = H,
 .  . ss x, y s y, x . This case is referred to as the group case. Then G is H,
  .. ` .embedded diagonally x ¬ x, x in G. Moreover, C GrZ is spannedc
 .  .  .  . ` .by f s f , f , where f a, b s f a f b , f g C HrZ , and, putting1 2 1 2 i c H
 .  y1 y1..g s g , g , g s g g , g g , we haveÄ1 2 1 2 2 1
Äf Int x g s f xg y s f xg y f xg y .  .  .  . .ÄH HH HH 1 1 2 2
s f xg gy1 xy1 y f y s f ) f U xg gy1 xy1 , .  . .  .HH H1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
U  .  y1 .  .  .  y1 .where f g s f g , and f ) f g s H f gx f x dx. Then2 2 1 2 Hr Z 1 2HÄ y1 U Ä .  . .  .f u, u s f ) f u , and m f coincides with the orbital integral1 2 gÄ
y1 Ä y1 .  .  .  .m f of f at g , if g s g , g and f u s f u, u . The asymptoticÄg 0 0 0 0 0 00
 .   . .behavior of the orbital integrals m f s H f Int g g dg in theg 0 G r Z g . 0 00 G 0 w xvicinity of a semi-simple element s of G has been studied by Shalika Sh ,
w xVigneras V , and others. This section merely extends their work to the
situation of general symmetric spaces GrH, not only the case of H = HrH.
Let x s su s us be the Jordan decomposition of x g G as a product of
wa semi-simple element s and a unipotent element u. As noted in Ri, p.
Ä Äx287 , x lies in G if and only if both s and u lie in G. Fix a semi-simple
Ä Ä Äelement s in G. Denote by G the set of x in G whose semi-simple partÄ ÄsÄ
Ä . w  . xlies in Int H s. Then H acts on G by conjugation. By Ri, 9.11 , p. 303 ,Ä sÄ
ÄG is closed and it consists of finitely many H-orbits O.sÄ
` Ä U H .1. PROPOSITION. The dimension of the complex ¨ector space C G isc sÄ
Äfinite, bounded by the number of H-orbits in G .sÄ
 .Remark. Before starting the proof, note that in the group case 1 the
 . centralizer Z x of any element x g G is unimodular see Springer andG
w  . x.Steinberg SS, III, 3.27b , p. 234 ; hence the orbital integral m existsO  x .
`  ..  .  .  .on C O x , where O x s Int G x is the orbit of x, and 2 the theoremc
w xof Rao R shows that m extends as a G-invariant distribution to theO  x .
 .  .closure O x of O x , and by ii to G, yielding, for each orbit O, a unique .
up to a scalar multiple and measures supported on the complement O y O
of O in O, G-invariant measure m whose support is the closure O of O.O
Then these m , where O ranges over the G-orbits in G s x g G withO s
 . 4 ` .U Gsemi-simple part in Int G s , give a basis of C G .c s
Ä  .In our symmetric space situation there are x g G such that Z x isÄ Äs HÄ
not unimodular. Then there is no H-invariant distribution on the H-orbit
 .  .  .O x of x. Moreover, there can be orbits O s O x such that Z x isÄ Ä Ä ÄH
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` .unimodular, but the H-invariant measure m on C O may not extend toO c
Äan H-invariant distribution on O, and G.
Proof. We proceed as follows. The ``Closed Orbit Lemma'' see, e.g.,
w  .x w x.Borel Bo, I.1.8 and HCD, Lemma 31, p. 71 implies that every orbit O
Ä X Xin G is open in its closure, and dim O - dim O for every orbit O / O insÄ
O. We shall number these H-orbits O , O , . . . , in such a way that1 2
dim O F dim O , O j s D O is closed, O is open in O j, and O 1 s Oi iq1 iF j i j 1
 .s Int H s. Having listed O , . . . , O , we list by O , . . . , O the smallestÄ 1 i iq1 j
 .number of orbits s j y i subject to the conditions above, such that the
j X X <closed set O supports an h-invariant distribution L . In particular, L Oj j j
 j.is the H-invariant distribution on the open in O orbit O of some x inÄj j
Ä  .  .G ; hence Z x is unimodular. For i - m - j either O s O x andÄ Äs H j m mÄ
 . ` .Z x is not unimodular, or m exists on C O , but it does not extendÄH m O c mm
` m.as an H-invariant distribution on C O . Denote by L , . . . , L the basisc 1 k
` Ä U H ji .of C G so obtained. Then L is supported on O , where 1 F j - jc s i i iq1Ä
X ÄF k s number of H-orbits in G . This proves the proposition, and fixes asÄ
 .basis of the space of the proposition but the basis is not canonical .
` Ä U H .Indeed, we claim that given L in C G there are complex numbers cc s iÄ
 .1 F i F k such that L s  c L . These c are chosen by descend-1F iF k k k i
ing induction. Having chosen c , . . . , c such that L y  c Lk iq1 iq1F uF k u u
` ji.U Hlies in C O , there is c such that L y  c L lies inc i iF uF k u u
` jiy1 .U H ` jiy1.U HC O ; hence it must lie in C O by the definition of L andc c i
j .i
ÄX ` .  .For every i 1 F i F k , let f be an element of the subspace C O ofi c ji
` ji ÄX Ä ÄX ÄY .  .  .C O such that L f s 1. Then L f s 0 for j - i. Extend f to fc i i j i i i
` Ä ` Ä Ä ` Ä .   ..  .in C G or even just C G . Define f in C G inductively to satisfyc c s i cÄ
Ä Ä ÄY .  .L f s d 1 F i, j F k as follows. Put f s f . Having definedj i i j k k
Ä Ä Ä ÄY ÄY Ä .f , . . . , f , let f be f y  L f f . For any s-regular element x inÄk iq1 i i j) i j i j
Ä Ä Ä .  .   . .  .G, define the complex number G x to be m f s Hf Int h x d h .Ä Äi x i i Hr Z  x .Ä ÄHÄ .  .The complex valued function G x on the s-regular set in G is Int H -Äi
Äinvariant, and is called a germ of orbital integrals on G. Then one has the
following asymptotic expansion.
Ä ` Ä Ä .2. THEOREM. For e¨ery f in C G and semi-simple s in G, there existsÄc
Äan H-in¨ariant open and closed neighborhood V of s in G such that for e¨eryÄÄf
Ä Ä .  .  .s-regular x in V we ha¨e m f s  G x L f .Ä ÄÄf x 1F iF k i iÄ
` Ä U H .Namely, the distributions m in C G are given by the distributionx cÄ
` Ä U H .  . G x L in C G , but only for s-regular x in a neighborhood of sÄ Ä Äi i i c sÄ
Ä Ädepending on the f at which m is evaluated. Alternatively, fixing f , thexÄ
Ä Ä .  .function m f of x in GrInt H has asymptotic behavior near s which isÄ ÄxÄ
 .controlled by the functions G x .Äi
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ÄX Ä Ä Ä ÄX .  .Proof. Put f s f y  L f f . Then L f s 0 for all i. Hence for alli i i i
` Ä U H ` Ä ` Ä U ÄX ` Ä .   .  . .  .  .L in C G s C G rC G we have L f s 0. Here C G isc s c s c s 0 c s 0Ä Ä Ä Ä
`Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .the span of f y h ? f, where f denotes the restriction of f g C G toc
y1Ä Ä Ä .   . .  .G , and h ? f x s f Int h x h g H . It then follows that the restric-Ä ÄsÄ
X X `Ä Ä Ä Ä .tion f of f to G lies in C G ; namely, there exist finitely manys c s 0Ä Ä
X` Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .f g C G and h g H such that f s  f y h ? f . We conclude thati c i i i i i
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ` Ä Ä Ä .  .  .f y  L f f y  f y h ? f lies in C G y G . Since G is an H-i i i i i i i c s sÄ
Äinvariant closed subset in G, and this function is compactly supported,
Ä Äthere is some H-invariant open and closed set V in G, containing G , suchÄf sÄ
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .that f s  L f f q  f y h ? f on V . Then for any s-regular x inÄÄi i i i i i i f
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .V , the H-orbit of x lies in V , and m f s  L f m f , asÄÄ Äf f x 1F iF k i x iÄ Ä
required.
Conversely, this germ expansion characterizes the orbital integrals.
Ä .3. THEOREM. Let m x be a function on the s-regular set of G, which isÄ
Ä  .H-in¨ariant and its support is compact on GrInt H , such that for each
Äsemi-simple element s of G there is an open and closed H-in¨ariant neighbor-Ä
sÄ sÄÄ  .  .hood V of s in G, such that m x s  G x L for all s-regular x in V ,Ä Ä Ä Äs i i i sÄ Ä
sÄ sÄ .where L are complex numbers, and G x are the finitely many H-in¨ariantÄi i
Ä ` Ä Ä .  .  .functions introduced abo¨e. Then there is f in C G such that m x s m fÄc xÄ
Äfor all s-regular x in G.Ä
sÄÄProof. The assumption at the semi-simple s implies that for f s  L ?Ä s i iÄ
sÄ sÄÄ Ä Ä .  .   .f we have that m x s m f for all s-regular x in V since m f sÄ Äi x s s x iÄ Ä Ä Ä
sÄ Ä ..G x . We may assume that f is supported on V . Since supp m isÄi s sÄ Ä
Ä  .compact in GrInt H , and it is covered by DV , union over all semi-sim-sÄ
Äple s in G, there is a finite subcover, which we may assume to be disjointÄ
Ä Ä  .  .since the V are open and closed. Put f s  f finite sum . Then m x sÄs sÄ Ä
Ä Ä .m f for all s-regular x in G, as required.ÄxÄ
 .   . .  .Remark. In the group case, if m f s Hf Int g x d g is zerox G r Z  x .G
 . wfor all regular elements x in G, then m f s 0 for all x in G, by HC1,x
x w xTheorem 10 . The proof of this relies on HC1, Lemma 8 , which uses the
local integrability of characters of supercuspidal representations. This had
w xbeen proven in HCD . The symmetric space analogues, the spherical
 w x.characters, which are defined below as in FH , are rarely locally inte-
grable, even for spherical supercuspidal representations. The proof of
w xTheorem 10 in HC1 does not extend to the spherical case, and indeed the
Ä Ä Ä ` Ä .  .vanishing of m f for all s-regular x in G, for a fixed f in C G , doesÄx cÄ
Ä ` Ä U H .  .not imply that L f s 0 for all L in C G .c
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2. SPHERICAL CHARACTERS ON THE REGULAR SET
w x sLet G be an l-group BZ , s an involution of G, H s G the group of
Ä .fixed points, Z s Z G the center of G, G the image of the map
 .y1GrH ª G, g ¬ g s gs g . Let p be an irreducible admissible G-mod-Ä
U  .ule, which is H-spherical; thus the dual p s Hom p , C of p containsC
U H  .H-invariant nonzero elements. Fix L s L / 0 in p s Hom p , C .p H
Then the contragredient p of p is also H-spherical: given an orthonormalÄ
Ã U H Ã 4  .  :basis j of p , define L s L in p s Hom p , C by L , j sÄ Äp H pÄ Ä
Ã :  4  4L , j , where j is the basis of p dual to j . For simplicity assumeÄp
w xthat the restriction of p to the center Z is trivial. As in FH, H, Ke, RR ,
we make:
` Ã .  .DEFINITION. For every f g C GrZ , the vector p f L lies in thec
U U ÄÄ .  .smooth part p s p s p of p . Hence the spherical character L f sÄ Äsm p
Ã Ä Ä  . :L, p f L of p is a well-defined H-invariant distribution on GrZ,
Ä .  .where f g s H f gh dh.Ä H
 .  .EXAMPLE. In the group case, where G s H = H and s x, y s y, x ,
it coincides with the trace distribution. Indeed, a G-module p s p = p1 2
 .is H-spherical when Hom p = p , C is nonempty. Then p s p , andÄH 1 2 2 1
 .  :an H-invariant form L: p = p ª C is given by L h = h s h , h .Ä Ã Ã1 1 1 2 1 2
ÃIn fact L s  j = j , where j ranges over an orthonormal basis of pj g B
Ã Ã  . .check L h = h on basis elements . Moreover L s j = j , and forÃ1 2
 .  .  . ` .f x, y s f x f y g C GrZ , we have1 2 c
Ä Ã Ã ÃL f s L, p f L s j = j , p f j = p f j :  : .  .  .Ä . p 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2
j , j gB1 2
Ã Ãs j , p f j j , p f j : : .  .Ä 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2
j , j1 2
Ã Ãs j , p f j j , p f j : .  .Ä  1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 ;
j j2 1
U Ã U Us p f p f j , j s tr p f ) f s tr p f ) f . : .  .  .  . 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2
j2
U  .  y1 .  . .  y1 .  .Here f x s f x , and f ) f x s H f xy f y dy is the con-2 2 1 2 Hr Z 1 2
Ä y1 y1 .  .volution of f and f . Moreover, f xy , yx s H f xu, yu du s1 2 H
 U . y1 .f ) f xy .1 2
w xHarish-Chandra HC1, Theorem 5 describes the asymptotic expansion
 .  .  .of the character x , where tr p f s Hx g f g dg, near any semi-simplep p
element s of the group. This description extends to the spherical situation,
w xas shown by Hakim H in the case where ErF is a quadratic field
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 .  .  wextension, G s G E , and H s H F s is the galois action; see H,
x. w x w xTheorem 2 , and Rader and Rallis RR in the general case of GrH RR
considers the expansion only near the identity, but the description extends
w x.to any semi-simple element by the arguments of H, Sect. 2 . Their
combined result is as follows.
 .y1Given s in G such that s s ss s is semi-simple, let M be theÄ
 . qconnected component of the centralizer Z s of s in G, and M s M lÄ ÄG
Gq, where Gqs H is the group of fixed points of s in G. Denote by g
the Lie algebra of G, by gq the algebra of s-fixed points in g , and by gy
the y1 eigenspace of s in g. Then g s gq[ gy, and gq is the Lie
q  . "algebra of G . Let M be the centralizer Z s of s in g , and M s M lÄ Äg
"  4  q.g . Let L be a basis for the finite-dimensional space of Ad M -
invariant distributions on My which are supported on the nilpotent set
My of My. Since M is reductive there is an F-valued symmetricnilp
nondegenerate s and M-invariant bilinear form B on M. Fix an additive
character c / 1 of F, and a Haar measure dX on My. The Fourier
Ã ` y ` y Ã .  .  .transform f of f g C M is the element of C M defined by f Y sc c
Ã  ..  .yH c B Y, X f X dX. The Fourier transform T of the distribution T inM
` y U ` y U Ã Ã .  .  .  .C M is the element of C M defined by T f s T f . Then thec c
Ä .asymptotic expansion of the spherical character L f can be expressed asp
follows.
w x1. THEOREM H, RR . Gi¨ en the H-spherical irreducible admissible G-
 4 ` y .U Mqmodule p , and the basis L of the finite-dimensional space C M ,c nilp
 . ` y.there are unique complex numbers c p such that for e¨ery f g C ML c
which is supported in a sufficiently small neighborhood of zero, we ha¨e
Ã .  .  .L f (exp s  c p L f .p L L
y Ä y1  . 4Here the exponential map exp: M ª M s m s ms m ; m g M is aÄ
homeomorphism on a sufficiently small neighborhood of zero in My, extend-
ing under conjugation by Mq to the entire nilpotent set My of My.nilp
Moreo¨er, on the s-regular set of G the distribution L is represented by ap
locally constant function.
w xThe last assertion is proven in Harish-Chandra HC1, Theorem 3 in the
 w x. w xgroup case see also the simple proof in HC2 , in FH in the special
 . w xquadratic case considered in FH , and in general in Rader and Rallis
w x w xRR . It will be interesting to extend the simple proof of HC2 to the
general spherical case.
w x w xIn the group case, Harish-Chandra HC1, Theorem 3 , using HCD , has
shown that the character x of a G-module p is a locally integrablep
function. In particular x is not identically zero on the regular set of G.p
The analogous local integrability statement holds when ErF is quadratic,
 .  . w xG s G E , H s H F , by Hakim H, Theorem 1 . Hence L is notp
identically zero on the s-regular set of G.
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However, for a general symmetric space GrH, the H-invariant distribu-
tion L is not locally integrable. Moreover, there are sometimes H-p
invariant distributions L on the nilpotent set gy of gy whose Fouriernilp
transform on gy is also supported on the nilpotent subset of gy. This
suggests that there are, sometimes, admissible G-modules p perhaps only
.in the Grothendieck group , such that L is supported on the nilpotentp
cone gy .nilp
In the general case where the base field F is the field R of real
w xnumbers, Sekiguchi S1 has given a condition which, when satisfied,
implies that L is not identically zero on the s-regular set. Further, hep
listed several cases where his condition is satisfied. The techniques em-
ployed in the archimedean case are very different from those of the
non-archimedean case. But the final results are often similar.
The purpose of this paper is to consider several examples, where we
show that L is not identically zero on the s-regular set, and some wherep
there are self-dual distributions supported on the nilpotent cone gy . Ournilp
w xexamples are consistent with the investigation of Sekiguchi S1 .
 .Our main example concerns the group G s GL n q m, F , convolution
 . q ss given by conjugation with J s diag I , yI ; thus H s G s G con-n m
 .  .  .  .sists of diag A, B , A g GL n, F , B g GL m, F , g s M n q m =
 . . q   .  .  .4n q m , F , g s diag A, B ; A g M n = n, F , B g M m = m, F ,
y 0 Ag s ; A g M n = m , F , B g M m = n , F . .  . 5 /B 0
2. THEOREM. When m s 1, n ) 2, or n s m s 1, or n s m s 2, for
any admissible irreducible H-spherical G-module p , the distribution L is notp
identically zero on the s-regular set. Howe¨er, if n s 2m, m G 1, then there
are H-in¨ariant distributions on gy which are supported on gy and arenilp
equal to their Fourier transform.
 . wThe case where m s 1 is considered from other points of view in DP,
x w xF3 . The case where n s m is considered in F2 . There it is shown that the
nonvanishing assertion of Theorem 2 has applications to the theory of
 .liftings of admissible and automorphic representations between GL 2n
and some of its inner forms. In fact, Theorem 2 is our attempt to settle the
w xWorking Hypothesis II of F2 , in the case where n s m s 1 and n s m s
 4 ` y .U H2. Our approach will be to explicitly construct a basis L for C g ,c nilp
Ã ` y U H .and show that no L, 0 / L g C g , can vanish identically on thec nilp
s-regular set of gy.
Even in the case of n s m s 2 the computations are nontrivial. They
might be pursuable in the case of n s m s 3, but perhaps new combina-
.torial techniques need to be introduced to deal with the general case of
n s m. In any case, the example of n s m s 2 is already interesting. Note
 .  .that when s is semi-simple, M s Z s is a product of GL n , E , and sÄ ÄG i i
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acts trivially on all of them, except perhaps on one of them. Hence
induction can be applied, and we shall restrict our attention to s s 1 in G.Ä
q y Let us begin by describing the H s G -orbits on g , where G s GL nnilp
.  .  . wq m, F , H s GL n, F = GL m, F , following Sekiguchi S1, Lemma 6.7,
x  w x.p. 113 and S2, Sect. 3.3 .
 .3. PROPOSITION. Let h s p , p , . . . be a partition of n q m; thus1 2
w xp G p G ??? G p ) 0, p q ??? qp s n q m. Put q s p r2 for p G 2,1 2 k 1 k i i i
X  X . X Xand let k 0 F k F k be the integer such that p ) 1 G p . Write i;k k q1
4  41 F i F k, p e¨en as a disjoint union I j I . Write i; 1 F i F k, p odd asi 1 2 i
< < < < X  4 X I j I , disjoint union with I s I , and put I s i g I ; p G 3 , I s i3 4 3 4 3 3 i 4
4  .g I ; p G 3 . Put M a = b for the algebra of a = b matrices o¨er F,4 i
 .  . t .  . . J s d g M d = d , K s I ; 0 g M d q 1 = d I is the iden-d i, iq1 d d d
 . t .  .   ..tity in M d = d , g is the transpose of g , L s 0, I in M d = d q 1 .d d
 .  . yThen a set of representati¨ e for the H s GL n = GL m -orbits in g nilp
 y  .  ..; g ; g s M n q m = n q m is gi¨ en by
0 diag X , X , . . . , X X .1 2 kX s ,h
X /diag Y , Y , . . . , Y 0 .1 2 k
 .  .  .  . Xwhere X , Y is I , J if i g I , J , I if i g I , K , L if i g I ,i i q q 1 q q 2 q q 3i i i i i i
 . XL , K if i g I .q q 4i i
Proof. Let X g gy have the Jordan canonical form J snilp h
 .diag J , J , . . . , where h is a partition of n q m as in the proposition.p p1 2
 . nqmWrite the n q m -dimensional row space V s F as a direct sum of
 .4 n  .4the subspaces V s x , . . . x , . . . 0 , F and V s 0, . . . 0, y , . . . y1 1 n 2 1 m
, F m. Then we can choose ¨ in V or V such that ¨ s ¨ X jy1i 1 2 i j i
 .1 F i F k, 1 F j F p make a basis of V. The elements of this basis willi
be ordered in chunks ¨ , ¨ X 2, ¨ X 4 . . . or ¨ X, ¨ X 3 . . . , each chunk liesi i i i i
entirely in V or V . We go through i s 1, 2, . . . , k, indexing the elements1 2
of the new chunk by not yet used j's F n, or by j's ) n, if the chunk lies in
V , or in V , respectively. Then X has the form X with respect to this1 2 h
basis.
0 1 .EXAMPLE. 1 If n s 1 s m, k s 1, p s 2, then X is U s or /1 2 0 0
0 0U s . If k s 2, p s p s 1, then X s 0. /3 1 21 0
0 I 0 J2 2 1 0 .2 If n s 2 s m, k s 1 : X s or . Put U s , /1 /  /J 0 I 0 0 02 2
0 U0 0 1 .  . U s . If k s 2, p , p s 3, 1 : X s which is conjugate /4 1 2  /0 1 U 02
0 U 0 U2 2 . .  .  .under the reflection 34 to , or . If k s 2, p , p s 2, 2 ,1 2 /  /U 0 U 04 1
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0 U0 I 1 X s , which is conjugate under the action of the transposi- /  /0 0 U 04
0 U2 0 0 . .tion 34 to , or . / /U 0 I 02
0 U 0 01 .  .If k s 3, p , p , p s 2, 1, 1 , X s or . If k s 4, X s 0.1 2 3  /  /U 00 0 1
 .Note that the centralizers of the X , h s 2, 1, 1 , are not unimodular.h
Hence there are no invariant measures on these two orbits.
 .  .  . 3  23 If n, m has m s 1 n G 2 , then X s 0 V X ; V , V X s1 2 2
.0 . If p s 1, then X s 0. If p s 2 then X is the matrix whose only1 1
nonzero entry is 1 at the top right or bottom left entry. If p s 3, X has1
 .  . top row 0, . . . , 0, 1 and bottom row 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 this matrix is conjugate
 .  .under the reflection 12 to the matrix with second row 0, . . . , 0, 1 and
 ..bottom row 1, 0, . . . , 0 and its other entries are zero.
 .  .  .3. THE CASE OF G s GL 2 , H s GL 1 = GL 1
The restriction of an H-invariant distribution on gy to an orbit O innilp
y  ` .. g namely to C O is a multiple of the unique up to a scalarnilp c
.multiple H-invariant measure m on O, or it is zero if m does not exist.O O
Our strategy in the proof of Theorem 2.2 will then be to determine which
orbits carry an invariant measure, examine whether m extends to gy ,O nilp
and if not, determine a linear combination of measures in which it occurs,
such that this linear combination is a distribution on gy .nilp
1 0 .  .Let us consider first the example where G s GL 2, F , s g s ? /0 y1
1 0g . Our aim is to prove the following. /0 y1
` y .U H  .1. THEOREM. The space C g is two dimensional, with basis d fc nilp 0
 .s f 0 and
< < < <m f s f yU c xy ln x dx dy q f yU c xy ln x dx dy. .  .  .  .  .H H2 3
F F
= 0 1 X .  .Proof. If O s Ad H U s F U , U s , and a s diag a, 1 , then /q 2 2 2 0 0
m f s f aXU aXy1 d=a s f aU d=a .  . .H HO 2 2q = =F F
` . y is a linear form on C O which does not extend to g s xU qc q nilp 2
4yU ; xy s 0 .3
` .We claim that on C O , m at f is equal to the principal ¨alue ofc q Oq
=  = . q .  .  = . .d x distribution PV d x at f x s f xU . Recall that PV d x f ,2
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` .  .f g C F , is defined to be the constant term c f in the Laurentc 0
expansion at t s 0 of
< < t = y1f x x d x s t c f q c f q tc f q . . . . .  .  .  .H y1 0 1
=F
 .This constant term c f can be computed using the Hecke]Tate func-0
 w xtional equation of the zeta function see Jacquet J , whose notations we
.follow here :
y1t = Ã< <f x x d x s Z f , t s « 1 y t , c L t L 1 y t Z f , 1 y t .  .  .  .  .  .H
=F
y1 1ytty1 yt =Ã < <s « 1 y t , c 1 y q 1 y q f x x d x .  . .  . H
F=
y1 Ã < <s t a q a q ??? f 0 y t f x ln x dx q . . . .  . . Hy1 0  /F
y1 Ã < <s a t f 0 q a f 0 y a f x ln x dx q . . . . .  .  .Hy1 0 y1 /F
= Ã< <  .  .  .Here dx s x d x, and f x s H f y c xy dy is the Fourier transformF
of f with respect to the character c / 1 of F. We used the Laurent
yt 1 2 2 Ã< < < <  < <.  . < <expansion x s 1 y t ln x q t ln x q . . . . Clearly H f x ln x dxF2
` .converges for f g C F . Thusc
= Ã < <PV d x f s a f 0 y a f x ln x dx. .  .  .  .H0 y1
F
Put
q q < < < <Ãm f s f x ln x dx s f yU c xy ln x dy dx. .  .  .  .  .H H 2
F F
q .  . ` . ` y .Then m f extends a multiple of m from C O to C g .O c q c nilpqy Ãy .  . < <  .Similarly, m f s H f x ln x dx extends m , where O s Ad H UF O y 3y
 4 y .  . ` y .s xU ; x / 0 , and f x s f xU , to C g .3 3 c nilp
However, mq and my are not H-invariant. Let us examine how they fail
= X  .  y1 q. . q .to be invariant. For a g F , put a s diag a, 1 , and a f x s f ax .
Then
y1X Xq q y1 q < <ÃAd a m f s m Ad a f s a f x ln x dx. .  .  .  . .  . .  .H
F
 y1 q.  . q .  . < <y1 q.  y1 .Ã ÃSince a f x s Hf ay c xy dy s a f a x , using the
Fourier inversion formula we obtain
X q q q < < q < <Ad a m f s m f q f 0 ln a s m f q d f ln a , .  .  .  .  .  . . 0
 .  .   X. y. . y .  . < <d f s f 0 . Similarly Ad a m f s m f y d f ln a .0 0
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In conclusion, neither mq nor my is H-invariant. Any two extensions of
m to the closure O of O will differ by a multiple of d . ThenO q q 0q
mqq my is the unique H-invariant extension of m and of m to gy ,O O nilpq y
` y .U H q yup to d . Hence C g has the basis d and m s m q m , as0 c nilp 0
asserted.
Ã Ã .  .  .yThe Fourier transform of d is d f s f 0 s H f X dX, and that of0 0 g
m is
0 y0 u 0 u < <m f s f c tr c xy ln x du d¨ dy dx .  .Ã H  /  / /  / /¨ 0 ¨ 0 0 0
0 00 u 0 u < <q f c tr c xy ln x du d¨ dy dx .H  /  / /  /y 0 /¨ 0 ¨ 0
0 u 0 x< < < <s f ln x dx du q f ln x dx du.H H /  / /  /x 0 u 0
ÃConsequently, no linear combination of d and m can vanish on anyÃ0
neighborhood of zero in gy , and so there is no admissible p such that Lnilp p
is supported on gy , the complement of the s-regular set in gy. Thisnilp
proves Theorem 2.2 for n s m s 1.
` y.A related, yet different, question, is as follows. For f g C g , andc
y  . y  .X g g , the H-orbit O s Ad H X lies in g . If the centralizer Z X sH
  . 4h g H; Ad h X s X of X in H is unimodular, one can introduce the
 .   . .orbital integral m f s H f Ad h X dh.O H r Z  x .H
DEFINITION. A Cartan subspace c of gy is defined in Kostant and
w x w  .xRallis KR, p. 754 , or S1, 1.4 , to be a maximal abelian subspace
consisting of semi-simple elements. The element X g gy is called s-regu-
 .ylar if it is semi-simple and the centralizer Z X is a Cartan subspace.g
w xQUESTION. Following Harish-Chandra HC1, Theorem 10 , who gave a
positive answer to the question in the group case, one may ask whether,
 . ygiven f , the vanishing of m f for all s-regular H-orbits O in g impliesO
 .the vanishing of L f for every H-invariant distribution L on the s-singu-
lar set of gy.
Although a general discussion will be interesting, we shall consider only
the easiest
1 0 .  .EXAMPLE. Put gsM 2, F s2 = 2 matrices over F, s X s ? /0 y1
1 0 = y .   . 4 X , G s GL 2, F , H s diag a, b ; a, b g F , g s uU q ¨U ; / 2 30 y1
4 yu, ¨ g F . Then a semi-simple element X s uU q ¨U of g is one with2 3
u¨ / 0. Its centralizer is F ? X, which is a Cartan subspace. The s-singular
H-orbits are represented by U , U , and 0.2 3
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 .   . .  .Put m f s H f Ad h U dh, define m f on replacing U by2 Hr Z U . 2 3 2H 2
 .  .  .U in the definition of m f , and put d f s f 0 . Although m , m3 2 0 2 3
`  . . `  . .converge for f g C Ad H U , C Ad H U , they clearly do not con-c 2 c 3
` y.verge for a general f in C g . Each of m , m can be extended to thec 2 3
 .  . yclosure of Ad H U or Ad H U in g , but the extension, which is unique2 3
up to a multiple of d , is not H-invariant. On the other hand, m s m q m0 2 3
is an H-invariant distribution on the closed subset gy of gy. Then mnilp
` y .U Hand d make a basis of C g , and we show:0 c nilp
` y.  .2. THEOREM. Suppose f g C g has m f s 0 for e¨ery s-regularc O
y  . ` y.U HH-orbit O in g . Then L f s 0 for all L in C g .c
 .  .Proof. Let R be the ring of integers in F. Put f x, y for f xU q yU ,2 3
and let f be the characteristic function of R = R in F = F. Then0
` y. ` y  4.  .  .C g s C ? f [ C g y 0 , since f s f y f 0 f q f 0 f . If O sc 0 c 0 0
0 u .Ad H , u¨ / 0, then /¨ 0
a 0 0 u y1a 0 =m f s f d a . HO  /  /  / /= 0 1 ¨ 0 0 1F
0 au =s f d aH  / /¨ra 0=F
0 a 0 a= =s f d a ª f d a s m f .H H 2 / / / /u¨ra 0 0 0
` =.as u¨ ª 0, if f g C F = F ,c
0 au¨ 0 0= =s f d a ª f d a s m f .H H 3 /  / /  /1ra 0 1ra 0
` = .as u¨ ª 0, if f g C F = F .c
` y  4. ` =.Any f g C g y 0 can be written as f s f q f , f g C F = F ,c 2 3 2 c
` = .  . f g C F = F , uniquely up to the replacement of f , f by f q f , f3 c 2 3 2 1 3
. ` = =.  .  .  .y f , f g C F = F . Since m f s m f , the distribution m f s1 1 c 2 1 3 1
 .  . ` y  4.m f q m f on C g y 0 is well defined. In fact it is supported on2 2 3 3 c
y  4g , but not on 0 ; hence m is equal to the sum of the principal valuenilp
extensions of m and m , up to a scalar multiple and a multiple of d .2 3 0
Further,
= < < yvalu¨ .m f s d a s 1 q val u¨ u¨ s q . .  .  .HO 0
< < < <u¨ F a F1
 .   . .   . .  .  .Hence m f s m f y f 0 f q m f 0 f , and m f rval u¨ ªO O 0 O 0 O
 .  .  .  .  .d f s f 0 as u¨ ª 0. If d f s 0 then m f ª m f as u¨ ª 0, and0 0 O
the theorem follows.
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 .  .4. THE CASE OF G s GL n , H s GL n y 1
We now prove Theorem 2.2 for m s 1. Thus assume n G 3, G s
 .  .  .  .GL n, F , s g s JgJ, J s diag I , y1 . Then HrZ s GL n y 1, F ,ny1
y 0 tX  .g s , where X, Y are row n y 1 -vectors, the s-regular set is 5 /Y 0
y  t 4 ythe complement of g s Y X s 0 . The H-orbits in g are repre-nilp nilp
sented by 0, X s matrix whose only nonzero entry is at the top rightq
corner, X s matrix whose only nonzero entry is at the bottom lefty
 .  .corner, X s matrix with nonzero rows 0, . . . , 0, 1 at top and 0, . . . , 0, 1, 01
at the bottom. The stabilizers are
1 ) )1 ) 1 0H , , , ,0 ) ) / / ) )0 )  /0 0 1
where the 1's are scalars. Hence the stabilizers of X and X are notq y
unimodular.
To compute the integral m s m on the orbit of X , use the1 AdH . X 11
 .  X .decomposition h s kuam, a s diag a , I , b , m s diag 1, m , 1 , u inny2
the unipotent radical of the upper triangular parabolic subgroup of type
 .1, n y 3, 1 . The corresponding measure decomposition is dh s
< < ny2arb dk du da dm. Then
0 0 a
ny2K = =0 0 0 < <m f s f arb d a d b . H H1
= = y1F F  0 00 b 0
0 0 a
ny2K = =< <0 0 0s f ab d a d b ,H H
= =  0F F  00 b 0
K  .   . .where f X s H f Ad k X dk.K
 .When n G 3 the integral which defines m f is convergent. Hence m1 1
extends to a distribution on the closed set gy and hence on gy. Itsnilp
Fourier transform is
0 0 at t
K 0 X 0 X0 0 0m f s f c tr dX dY .Ã HH1  /  / /Y 0 Y 0 0 00 b 0
< < ny2 = =? ab d a d b
Ã0 0 0
ny2K = =< <s f ab d ad b.ÃH 0 0 b 0 0Ãa 0 0Ã
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Here a, b are scalars. A hat denotes the Fourier transform with respect to
the indicated parameter.
 .  .When n s 3, m f s m f . But when n G 4, the support of m is notÃ Ã1 1 1
y Ã  .concentrated in g . The Fourier transform of d is d f snilp 0 0
t Ã0 00 XHf dX dY s f . /  / /  /ÃY 0 0 0
ÃThe distributions d and m have different degrees of homogeneityÃ0 1
=  . .  y1 .when n G 4. Indeed, for t g F , put tf X s f t X . Then
2 ny1.y2ny2. 2 Ã 2 ny1.Ã< < < < < <m tf s t m f s t m f , d tf s t d f . .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ã1 1 1 0 0
Ã ` y U H .Consequently no element of the form L, 0 / L g C g , can be zeroc nilp
Ãon the s-regular set, since no linear combination of m and d can beÃ1 0
concentrated on gy . This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2 for m s 1.nilp
 .  .  .5. THE CASE OF G s GL 3m , H s GL 2m = GL m
Self-dual invariant distributions which are supported on the s-singular
 .  .set exist also in the higher rank situation, where G s GL 3m, F , s X s
 .  .  .JXJ, J s diag I , yI , so that H s GL 2m, F = GL m, F . This ex-2 m m
ample generalizes the one from the previous section, where m s 1. It
suggests that there are admissible H-spherical G-modules p such that Lp
Äis supported on the s-singular set, in fact on the unipotent set in G. Yet p
may be reducible, and in any case we have not proven its existence.
1. THEOREM. The orbital integral m of
0 0 I
X s 0 0 00  /0 I 0
` y .U His a self-dual element in C g . Here 0 and I are the zero and identityc nilp
m = m matrices.
 .  .Proof. Put H s GL 2m, F = I ; H, and note that Z X0 m H 00
I Bs u s ; hence the orbital integral m exists. Use the Iwasawa 5 /0 I
< y1 < m  .decomposition dh s AC dk da du in H , where a s diag A, C , and0
< < < < ` y. K  .X denotes det X . Then for f g C g , putting f X sc
  . .  .  .Hf Ad k X dk, and noting that for A g GL m, F and X g M m, F
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 . < <yms m = m matrices over F the measures are related by dA s X dX,
we obtain
0 0 A
mK y1< <0 0 0m f s m f s f AC dA dC .  . HHAdH . X 0 2 .  0GL m , F  0y10 C 0
0 0 X
Ks f dX dY .0 0 0HH
2  / .  /M m , F 0 Y 0
Then
y10 0 Xk 0 k 0Ã Ãm f s m f s f dk dX dY . 0 0 0Ã  . H  /  /0 1 0 1 / /0 Y 0
0 0 X1
0 0 Xs fH 2 0 0Y Y 02 1
=
0 0 X1 y10 0 Xk 0 k 00 0 Xc tr 0 0 02  /  /0 1 0 1 / 0 00 Y 0Y Y 02 1
0 0 X1
K 0 0 X w xs f c tr X Y q Y X dX dX dY dY dX dY .H 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 0 0Y Y 02 1
0 0 X1
Ks f dX dY s m f , .0 0 0H 1 1 0 00 Y 01
and m is indeed equal to its Fourier transform, and is supported on the
nilpotent cone.
Alternati¨ e Proof. Consider the distribution
0 0 X
L f s f dX dY , X , Y g M m , F . .  .0 0 0H  / /0 Y 0
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For
a b 0
p s in P ; H s GL 2m , F = GL m , F , .  . .0 c 0 /0 0 d
we have
0 0 X
y1L pf s f Ad p dX dY .  . 0 0 0H  / /0 Y 0
0 0 ay1 Xd
my1< <s f dX dY s ac L f . .0 0 0H  0 0y10 d Yc 0
 . < y1 < mBut the modular function on P is d p s ac . Hence the functionP
 .  .l g s L gf on G lies in the space of the induced representationf
H  . w  .x  H  . .ind d . Frobenius reciprocity BZ, 2.29 : Hom ind d , 1 sP P H P P
 y1 .  .Hom d d , 1 , implies that there exists a unique up to a scalar multipleP P P
 H  . .  .  .  .l / 0 in Hom ind d , 1 . It is given by l f s H f k dk. Put m f sH P P K
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .l l . Since l g s L ghf s l gh s hl g , we have m hf s l lf h f f f h f
 .  .  .s l hl s l l s m f . Then m is a nonzero H-invariant measure sup-f f
yported on g , which is equal to its Fourier transform, as seen above.nilp
 .  .6. THE CASE OF G s O n q 1, n , H s O n, n , n s 2
Here we show the following.
1. THEOREM. There exists a nonzero H-in¨ariant measure on gy which is
supported on the nilpotent cone gy , which is equal to its Fourier transformnilp
 .which is then also supported on the nilpotent cone .
 .  .  . Proof. Put w s d in GL 2n, F , J s diag w, 1 in GL 2n qi, 2 nq1yi
.1, F , and fix the quasi-split orthogonal group G in 2n q 1 variables to be
 .  t y1  .4O n q 1, n s g s J g J g GL 2n q 1, F . The involution s is taken
 .   . t y1to be conjugation by diag I , y1 ; thus H s diag h, 1 ; h s w h w in2 n
 .4  t 4 q   . t 4GL 2n, F . Further, g s X s yJ XJ , g s diag X, 0 ; X s yw Xw ,
0 X ty Ä  .and g consists of X s , X s x , . . . , x . The nilpotent conet 1 2 n /y Xw 0
gy of gy consists of those elements with tXwX s 0; thus  x x snilp i i 2 nq1yi
 4  .t ..;  .0. It consists of two H-orbits, 0 and Ad H I, 0 , where I s 1, . . . , 1
is a row vector of length n.
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 . t ..  . ` 2 n.Consider the linear form l f s Hf X , 0 dX on f g C F ,n n c
 .  .where X s x , . . . , x , and dX s dx 1 F i F n . The ``Siegel''n 1 n n i
 t y1 .parabolic subgroup P of H consists of p s mu, m s diag a, w a w ,H
I X t t y1 .  .   ..u s u X s , X s yw Xw. Clearly l p ? f s Hf a X , 0 dX / n n0 I
< <  .  . < < ny1  .  .s det a l f , and d m s det a . Hence l g s l gf lies inP fHH  1rny1.. w  .x.ind d . By Frobenius reciprocity BZ, 2.29 , the spaceP PH H
 H  1rny1.. .  1rny1. y1 .Hom ind d , 1 s Hom d d , 1 is zero if n / 2, and itH P P P P PH H H H H
 .  .is C if n s 2. Fix n s 2. Then L l s H l k dk, where K is a maximal1 K
compact open subgroup of H with H s KP , is a nonzero element of theH
space on the left.
 .  .  .  t ..The measure m f s L l s H l k dk s Hf k X , 0 dX dk isO 1 f K f n n
nonzero and is supported on the nilpotent cone gy of gy, but not on thenilp
 .  .  .zero orbit. It is H-invariant. Indeed, m hf s L l s L hl sO 1 hf 1 f
 .  .  .  .  .  .L l s m f since l g s l ghf s l gh s hl g . Moreover, it is1 f hf f f
equal to its Fourier transform. Indeed
Ã Ã tm f s m f s f k X , 0 dX dk .  .Ã  . . HO O n n
;tÄs dk dX f Y c tr Y k X , 0 dY .  . .H H H  /n n
2 4K F F
s f kY c yy x y y x dX dY dk .  .HH H 4 1 3 2 n
K X Yn
s dk f k t y , y , 0, 0 dy dy s m f , .  . .H H 1 2 1 2 O
2K F
t .  .where Y s y , y , y , y and X s x , x . The theorem follows.1 2 3 4 n 1 2
 .  .  .7. THE CASE OF G s GL 4 , H s GL 2 = GL 2
` y .U HOur next aim is to construct a basis for the space C g in the casec nilp
 .  .where G s GL n q m, F , J s diag I , yI , n s m s 2, and to deducen m
Theorem 2.2 in this case. Our technique is straightforward. Having listed
  . .  . ysee Example 2 , end of Sect. 2 the finitely many H-orbits O in g ,nilp
and erased those which do not support an H-invariant measure since the
.centralizer of their elements is not unimodular , we need to check for
` .U Hwhich orbits O the measure in C O extends to an H-invariantc
distribution on a closed H-invariant subset of gy which contains O. Itnilp
turns out in some examples below, as was the case for n s m s 1 in
Section 3, that this closed set is not the closure of O, but rather the
 .closure of the union of several two in our case orbits of the same
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dimension. For other orbits O, the orbital integral is not the restriction to
O of any H-invariant distribution on gy .nilp
` y .U H1. THEOREM. A basis for the space C g of H-in¨ariant distribu-c nilp
tions on the nilpotent cone gy of gy is gi¨ en by the four distributions:nilp
 .  .  .m f s d f s f 0 ,0 0
< <m f s f U Y c tr XY ln X dY dX .  .  . .HH1 q
< <q f U Y c tr XY ln X dY dX , .  . .HH y
 .where X, Y range o¨er M 2 = 2, F ,
0 UKm f s f du d¨ . H4  / /V 0
0 u 0 ¨ KU s , V s , f X s f Int k X dk , .  . .H /  / /0 0 0 0 K
where K is the standard maximal compact open subgroup of H, and
0 UK < <m f s f c xy ln x dx dy du d¨ .  .H5  / /V 0
0 u 0 ¨U s , V s  / / /0 y 0 0
0 UK < <q f c xy ln x dx dy du d¨ .H  / /V 0
0 ¨0 uU s , V s . /  / /0 y0 0
Their Fourier transforms are
0 U00 X Km f s f dX dY , m f s f , .  .Ã ÃHH0 4 / /  / /Y 0 U 00
Ã Ã0 0U s ,0  /Ã0 0
0 Z 0 X< < < <m f s f ln X dZ dX q f ln X dZ dX , .Ã HH HH1  /  / /  /X 0 Z 0
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and
0 U 0 Ux 0K K< < < <m f s f ln x dx q f ln x dx .Ã H H5  /  / /  /U 0 U 00 x
Ãx 0U s .x  / /Ã0 0
In this section we consider the invariant distribution associated with the
0 X .  .H-orbit of U I , where U X s . This can and will be discussed /q q 0 0
in the generality of n s m G 1; thus X is an n = n matrix over F, and
 .I s I is the identity in GL n, F . The H-invariant measure on then
 .  .H-orbit Ad H U I is the value at t s 0 of the following distribution.q
 .  .  . < < < <Put d A for diag A, I , A in GL n, F ; recall that A denotes det A :
q < <t < <tZ f , t s f Ad d A U I A dA s f U A A dA .  .  .  . .  . .H Hq q
q < <t q qs f A A dA s Z f , t f A s f U A . .  .  .  . . .H q
`  .  ..Although this integral converges at t s 0 for f g C Ad H U I , itc q
` y.does not converge for a general f in C g . However, the functionc
 q .  .Z f , t is the well-known Zeta function on the algebra M n = n, F of
n = n matrices. Its analytic properties of use for us are studied in Jacquet
w xJ . In particular it has a simple pole at t s 0, and the H-invariant measure
 .  .on Ad H U I can be extended as a measure on the closure of this orbitq
q .  q .as the principal value of Z f , t s Z f , t at t s 0. Let us explicitly
q .  q.compute this principal value Z f s Z f .0 0
 q w x. `  .Let f s f , denoted by F in J be a C -function on M n = n, F .c
 .  . w  .xThen our Z f, t coincides with Z F, s, f of J, 1.1.3 , with F s f,
w xs s t, and f s 1, and p of J is taken to be the trivial representation 1 of
 .  . w x  .GL n, F . Proposition 1.2 3 of J asserts that Z f, t satisfies a functional
1  .   . . .equation Z F, s, f should be Z F, s q n y 1 , f there which accord-2
w  .xing to J, 1.3.7 is
1 y1 y1Z f , s q n y 1 s « s, c L s, 1 L 1 y s, 1 .  .  .  . /2
=
1ÃZ f , n q 1 y s . . /2
 . < < w x   . .Put n x s x . Then Theorem 3.4 of J and 1.3.11 there asserts that
  t1 t r ..  .L s, J t n = ??? = t n s  L s q t , t , where J denotes the Lang-1 r i i i
w  .x   .lands quotient as described in J, 3.3 P should be Q in 3.3.3 and on
 ..the following line, j should be h on the line before 3.3.4 . Since 1 is J
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 .  .  .  . .with t s 1 and t , . . . , t s n y 1 r2, n y 3 r2, . . . , y n y 1 r2 , wei 1 n
 w  .x.  .  ysy1r2.ny1.q i.y1have by J, 3.1.1 that L s, 1 s  1 y q . If0 F i- n
1  .t s s q n y 1 , then2
y11 1
Z f , t s « t y n y 1 L t y n y 1 , 1 .  .  .c  /  /2 2
=
y11 ÃL n q 1 y t , 1 Z f , n y t .  . /2
y11
tynqi ytqis « t y n y 1 1 y q r 1 y q .  .  .c  /2 0Fi-n
= ÃZ f , n y t .
y11y1yt tyns 1 y q 1 y q « t y n y 1 . .  . c  /2
=
ny1 tyi Ãy1 q Z f , n y t . .  .
1Fi-n
 .In particular, Z f, t has a simple pole at t s 0, with residue which is a
multiple of
Ã Ã n Ã< <Z f , n s f A A dA s f X dX s f 0 .  .  . . H H
 .  .GL n , F M n=n , F
by the Fourier inversion formula. Moreover,
Ã Ã ny t Ã yt< < < <Z f , n y t s f A A dA s f X X dX .  . . H H
 .  .GL n , F M n=n , F
m mÃ Ã < <s f X dX y t f X ln X dX q ??? q y1 t rm .  .  .  .H H
=
mÃ < <f X ln X dX q ??? .  .H
Ã < <s f 0 y tZ f q . . . , Z f s f X ln X dX .  .  .  .H0 0
y1 Ãs yPV t Z f , n y t . 4 .
Then
Z f , t s ty1c q c q . . . f 0 y tZ f q . . . .  .  . . .y1 0 0
s ty1c f 0 q c f 0 y c Z f q . . . . .  .  . .y1 0 y1 0
 .  .In particular, the distribution Z f extends up to a constant multiple0
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 . `  .. ` the H-invariant distribution Z f, 0 on the f g C GL n, F , to C M nc c
..= n, F .
 .  .Yet Z f is not H-invariant. Recall that B s diag B , B acts on the0 1 2
 q.  .  y1 . < < < y1 <f s f by B ? f A s f B AB . Put B s B B . Then1 2 1 2
< < < <ÃZ Bf s Bf X ln X dX s Bf Y c tr XY ln X dY dX .  .  .  .  .  .H HH0
< < y1 y1s Z f y f 0 ln B Y ¬ B YB , X ¬ B XB . .  .  .0 1 2 2 1
q .  q.  y1  q. .4ÃIn summary, Z f s Z f s yPV t Z f , n y t is a distribu-0 0
 .  .   ..tion on the closure of Ad H U I , namely on U M n = n, F , extend-q q
 .  .   .  . 4ing the orbital integral on Ad H U I s U X , rk X s n , whichq q
q . q .  . < <satisfies Z Bf s Z f y f 0 ln B .0 0
 .  .One can repeat this construction for the orbit Ad H U I , wherey
0 0 y 0 0 .  .U X s . Put f A s f . Then the orbital integral on this /  /y  /X 0 A 0
orbit is the value at t s 0 of
y < <t y < <ytZ f , t s f Ad d A U I A dA s f A A dA .  .  .  . . .H Hy
s Z fy, yt . .
y .  y.  y1  y. .4ÃThe distribution Z f s Z f s yPV t Z f , n q t extends0 0
y . `  .  .. `   ...Z f , 0 from f g C Ad H U I to f g C U M n = n, F . Itc y c y
y . y .  . < <transforms under the action of H by Z Bf s Z f q f 0 ln B . Of0 0
 .  y1 . y . y y1 .course Bf X s f B XB , and in particular Bf A s f B AB .2 1
 . q . y .We conclude that Z f s Z f q Z f is an H-invariant distribu-0 0 0
tion on gy which is supported on gy , which coincides with the orbitalnilp
 .  .integral on the H-orbits of U I and U I when restricted to theseq y
orbits. Explicitly
q < < y < <Ã ÃZ f s f X ln X dX q f X ln X dX .  .  .  .  .H H0
< <s f U Y c tr XY ln X dY dX .  . .HH q
< <q f U Y c tr XY ln X dY dX . .  . .HH y
In particular
0 Z 0 Z 0 YÃZ f s f c tr . HHHH0  /  /  / /  /T 0 T 0 0 0
= < <c tr XY ln X dZ dT dY dX q . . . .
0 Z 0 X< < < <s f ln X dZ dX q f ln X dZ dX .HH HH /  / /  /X 0 Z 0
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=  . .  y1 .  .  .Note also that for t g F , if tf X s f t X , then Z tf s Z f y0 0
Ã Ã Ã 2 n2 Ã 2 n2Ã< < w   ..   ..x  . < <  .  < <. < <  .n ln t f U 0 q f U 0 and Z tf s t Z f q 2n ln t t f 0q y 0 0
the hat indicating Fourier transform with respect to the specified location
y.only, in g .
8. A 4-DIMENSIONAL ORBIT
0 U2 0 1Consider the 4-dimensional H-orbit of X s , U s . The /4 2 /U 0 0 02
 .  .stabilizier Z X consists of all diag A, B with AU s U B and BU sH 4 2 2 2
a a a b1 2 4 2 .  .U A; thus A, B s , . Hence dim Z X s 4, and as2 H 4 /  / /0 a 0 a4 1
 .dim H s 8, the dimension of Ad H X is indeed 4. The measure decom-4
 X X X . < X X < X X X positions dA s dk dn da s a ra dk da dn , and dB s dk dn da1 2
. < < < X X <   X ..   ..  .s a ra a ra dkd aw a dn, where w diag u, ¨ s diag ¨ , u , corre-1 2 2 1
X X X  X.sponding to the Iwasawa decompositions A s k a n , B s kaw a n, are
used to rewrite
m f s f Ad h X dh .  . .H4 4
 .HrZ XH 4
0 ay1U2 2K = =< <s f a ra d a d a ,H H 1 2 1 2
= =  / /a U 0F F 1 2
which is the expression of the theorem.
 . `  . .Note that m f , originally computed for f g C Ad H X , is defined4 c 4
` y.by an integral which converges for all f g C g . Hence m extends to anc 4
H-invariant distribution on gy which is supported on gy , with nonilp
modifications. Its Fourier transform is
0 uU20 X 0 XKm f s f c tr dX dY du d¨ .Ã H4  /  / /  /Y 0 Y 0 ¨U 0 /2
0 U00 XK Ks f c x ¨ q y u dX dY du d¨ s f .H 3 3 / /  / /Y 0 U 00
x x y y1 2 1 2X s , Y s .x x y y /  / /3 4 3 4
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9. THE 5-DIMENSIONAL ORBITS
Consider the 5-dimensional H-orbits. There are two of these. Their
 .analysis is similar to that of the 4-dimensional H-orbits of U I andq
 .U I . Namely each of the two orbital integrals can be extended as ay
principal value of a regularized integral from the orbit to all of gy, but the
extension is not H-invariant. On the other hand, the sum of the two
extensions is H-invariant.
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0As usual, we put U s , U s , U s , U s . A /  /  /  /1 2 3 40 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
set of representatives for the two 5-dimensional H-orbits is given by
0 U 0 UU4 2X s which is mapped to X s under the action of5, 1 5, 1 /  /U 0 U 02 1
0 U U2 . . the reflection 12 in H , and X s which is mapped to X5, 2 5, 2 /U 04
0 U1  . .s under the action of the reflection 34 in H . /U 02
 .  .The centralizer Z X consists of diag A, B with AU s U BH 5, 1 4 4
 .and BU s U A. Matrix multiplication implies that A , B2 2
a 0 a b1 4 2  .s , . Hence dim Z X s 3, and as dim H s 8, theH 5, 1 /  / /0 a 0 a4 4
 .dimension of Ad H X is indeed 5. The measure decompositions dA s5, 1
X X X  . < <dk dr da , and dB s dk dr da s a ra dk da dr, corresponding to the1 2
X X X X  X X . XIwasawa decompositions A s k r a , a s diag a , a , and B s ka ar, a1 2 2
 .s diag a , a , are used to rewrite1 2
0 rXU ay1X 4 XK = =< <m f s f a ra d a d a dr . H5, 1 1 2 1 2 / /aU 02
0 UK =s f d a da duH 2 1 / /V 0
0 u 0 a `1 .   . .U s , V s . This integral converges for F in C Ad H X .c 5, 1 /  /0 a2 0 0
But the integration on a g F= by d=a shows that mX does not extend2 2 5, 1
to gy.
Then we need to take the principal value at 0 in this variable, using the
formula
= < < t =PV d x f s PV f x x d x .  .  .Hts0  /
< <s a f 0 y a f y c xy ln x dy dx. .  .  .H0 y1
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We deduce that the distribution
0 UK < <m f s f c xy ln x dy du d¨ dx .  .H5, 1  / /V 0
0 u 0 ¨ y .  .U s , V s in g is supported on the closure Ad H X j / 5, 1 /0 y 0 0
 .  . y yAd H X of Ad H X in g ; g , and its restriction to the H-orbit of4 5, 1 nilp
X is a multiple of mX . Reversing the Iwasawa decompositions, this5, 1 5, 1
distribution can also be expressed in the form
0 U4A 0 X < <m f s f Ad c xa ra ln x dA dB dx , .  .H5, 1 2 2 / /  / /0 B U 02
X X X X X  X X .where a , a are defined by A s k u a , a s diag a , a , B s kua, a s2 2 1 2
 .diag a , a .1 2
Note that taking the representative X U instead of X , we would get5, 1 5, 1
U X 0 uthe extension m of m , which is defined as m is, but with U s , /5, 1 5, 1 5, 1 0 0
y ¨V s . This extension differs from m by a multiple of the distribu-5, 1 /0 0
 .tion m which is supported on the boundary of the orbit Ad H X s4 5, 1
 . UAd H X .5, 1
 .To describe the orbital integral of X , note that Z X consists5, 2 H 5, 2
 .  .of diag A , B with AU s U B , BU s U A. Thus A , B2 2 4 4
a a b 01 2 1s , . The m easure decom positions dA s /  / /0 a 0 a1 1
< X X < X X Xa ra dk da dr , and dB s dk dr da, corresponding to the Iwasawa de-1 2
X X X X  X X . Xcompositions A s k r a , a s diag a , a , and B s ka ar, a s1 2 2
 .diag a , a , are used to rewrite this orbital integral in the form1 2
0 aXU2X X X XK < <m f s f a ra da dr . H5, 2 1 2Xy1 / /rU a 04
0 UK =s f du d¨ d yH  / /V 0
0 ¨0 u ` .   . .U s , V s , for f g C Ad H X . / c 5, 2 /0 y0 0
The presence of d=y indicates that mX does not extend to gy. But5, 2
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taking the principal value with respect to this parameter we obtain the
distribution
0 UK < <m f s f c xy ln x dy du d¨ dx .  .H5, 2  / /V 0
y  . yon g . It is supported on the closure of Ad H X in g , which is the5, 2
 y .union of the H-orbits of X and X both in g . The restriction of5, 2 4 nilp
m to the orbit of X is a multiple of mX .5, 2 5, 2 5, 2
If we worked with the representative X U for the orbit of X , we5, 2 5, 2
would have obtained an expression mU such as m , but in which U5, 2 5, 2
y u 0 ¨s and V s . This would differ from m by a multiple of m , / 5, 2 4 / 0 00 0
 .which is supported on the boundary Ad H X of the orbit of X .4 5, 2
Reversing the Iwasawa decomposition we can write m in the form5, 2
0 U2A 0 X < <m f s f Ad c xa ra ln x dA dB dx , .  .H5, 2 2 2 / /  / /0 B U 04
where a , aX are defined exactly as in the case of m from A, B.2 2 5, 1
The extensions m and m of the orbital integrals mX and mX to5, 1 5, 2 5, 1 5, 2
the closures of the orbits are unique up to a scalar multiple and a
distribution supported on the boundary of the orbit which is the orbit of
.X . However, these distributions are not H-invariant. Indeed, replacing f4
 .   y1 . . Xby h ? f X s f Ad h X , and writing the quotient ``a ra '' of2 2
y1  .  . h diag A, B as a product of z s z h which is independent of a and2
X . Xa , and a ra , we obtain2 2 2
0 U4A 0y1m hf s f Ad h . H5, 1  / /  / /0 B U 02
= y1 X < <c z xza ra ln x dA dB dx .2 2
0 U4A 0s f AdH  / /  / /0 B U 02
= X < < < <c xa ra ln x q ln z dA dB dx .  .2 2
0 U2A 0 < <s m f q f Ad ln z dA dB. . H1, 5  / /  / /0 B U 02
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In the second equality we changed variables aX ¬ zy1aX , and x ¬ zx. In2 2
the last equality we applied the Fourier inversion formula in the variables
aX ra and x. Similarly for m we obtain2 2 5, 2
0 U2A 0y1m hf s f Ad h . H5, 2  / /  / /0 B U 04
= y1 X < <c zxz a ra ln x dA dB dx .2 2
0 U2A 0s f AdH  / /  / /0 B U 04
= X < < < <c xa ra ln x y ln z dA dB dx .  .2 2
0 U2A 0 < <s m f y f Ad ln z dA dB. . H5, 2  / /  / /0 B U 02
However, the sum m s m q m is an H-invariant distribution on5 5, 1 5, 2
gy, supported on gy , in fact on the closure of the union of the orbits ofnilp
.X and X , which is the union of the orbits of X , X and X . It5, 1 5, 2 5, 1 5, 2 4
 .  .restricts to a multiple of m resp. m on the orbit of X resp. m .5, 1 5, 2 5, 1 5, 2
The Fourier transform of m is given by5
0 XK < <m f s f c a c xy ln x .  .  .Ã H5, 1  / /Y 0
0 XK < <q f c b c xy ln x , .  .H  / /Y 0
where X, Y are as in Section 10,
0 X 0 Ua s tr s x ¨ q y u q y y ,3 3 4 /  /Y 0 V 0
0 u 0 ¨U s , V s , / /0 y 0 0
and
0 X 0 Ub s tr s x ¨ q x y q y u ,3 4 3 /  /Y 0 V 0
0 ¨0 uU s , V s . /  /0 y0 0
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This is equal to
0 U 0 U X0 xK K< < < <f ln x dx q f ln x dxXH H /  / /  /U 0 U 0x 0
0 U 0 Ux 0K K< < < <s f ln x dx q f ln x dx ,H H /  / /  /U 0 U 00 x
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã0 0 x 0 X 0 0U s , U s , U s .0 x x  / /  /Ã Ã 0 x0 0 0 0
10. THE 6-DIMENSIONAL ORBITS
 .According to the classification of the H-orbits in Example 2 , end of
Section 2, there are two more H-orbits, of dimension 6. We claim:
1. THEOREM. The orbital integrals on the 6-dimensional H-orbits do not
` y .U Hcontribute to C g .c nilp
0 IqProof. One of these orbits is represented by X s , whose cen-6  /U 02
 q.   .4tralizer Z X is diag zn, zn , z is a scalar, n is a unipotent upperH 6
triangular matrix. To write out the orbital integral of Xq we express the6
 .variable in the form h s diag AB, B , and decompose B s kau, so that
< <   ..dB s a ra dk da du a s diag a , a . Write1 2 1 2
0 Aq Kf A s f dx , . H y1 /xU A 0 /2K
 .and note that if A lies in a compact in GL 2, F depending on f , and so
does xU Ay1, then x lies in a compact of F.2
`  . q.  . qFor any f in C Ad H X , the orbital integral of f on Ad H X isc 6 6
AB 0q qm f s f Ad X dA dB . H6 6 / / /0 B
0 A qs f dx dA dk s f A dA. .H Hy1 y1 /xkU k A 0 /  .2 K _GL 2, F1
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U U 1 y .Decompose dA s dk du da , a s diag a, b , u s , to obtain1  /0 1
0 uaU 0 V= = = =s f dx du d a d b s f dx dy d a d b ,H Hy1 xU 0 / / /b xU 0 / 22
a yV s , where in the last equality we changed x ¬ xb, y ¬ yrb. /0 b
 .  . < <Recall that H H f x c xy ln y dx dy extends the distributionF F
 . = ==H f x d x from F to F. Applying this to the two variables a and b, weF
get the distribution
0 VK < < < <m f s f c aa q bb ln a ln b dx dy da db da db .  .H6, 1 xU 0 / /2
on the closure of the H-orbit of Xq, hence on gy and on gy. This m6 nilp 6, 1
extends mq, and the extension is unique up to a linear combination of6
m , m , m .5, 1 5, 2 4
Similarly
0 xU2K < < < <m f s f c aa q bb ln a ln b dx dy da db da db .  .H6, 2  / /V 0
0 Uy 2is a distribution on the closure of the H-orbit of X s , whose6  /I 0
restriction to the orbit of Xy is a multiple of the orbital integral on this6
orbit. This extension of the orbital integral of Xy is unique up to a linear6
combination of m , m , m .5, 1 5, 2 4
Now, concerning H-invariance properties of m and m , for t g F=,6, 1 6, 2
t t 0 .  .define f X to be f Ad X . Then / /0 I
2Ut < < < <m f s m f q m f q m f ln t q m f ln t .  .  .  .  . . .6, 1 6, 1 5, 1 5, 2 4
< < < <s m f q m f ln t q p ln t m f , .  .  .  .6, 1 5 1 4
and
2Ut < < < <m f s m f y m f q m f ln t q m f ln t .  .  .  .  . . .6, 2 6, 2 5, 1 5, 2 4
< < < <s m f y m f ln t q p ln t m f , .  .  .  .6, 2 5 2 4
where p and p are quadratic polynomials with leading coefficient 1.1 2
Consequently no linear combination of m , m , m , m , m , Zq, Zy,6, 1 6, 2 5, 1 5, 2 4 0 0
and m , which depends nontrivially on m and m , can be H-invariant.0 6, 1 6, 2
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` y .U HThis completes the construction of the basis of C g . Clearly thec nilp
Fourier transforms of this basis, m , m , m , m , are linearly independentÃ Ã Ã Ã0 1 4 5
on any neighborhood of zero in gy, and Theorem 2.2 follows.
11. UNIFORM SMOOTHNESS OF ORBITAL INTEGRALS
We shall now consider the behavior of the Gqs H-invariant distribu-
Ä Ä .tions m f as x varies over the s-regular set of G. Under an assumptionÄxÄ
Ä .on the group, presently to be stated, we shall show that m f is a locallyxÄ
X Ä Ä .constant function of x in G s s-regular set of G , uniformly in f. OurÄ
main interest is simply to extend Harish-Chandra's submersion principle
w xHC2 to the spherical settings.
 .Assumption. Let P, A be a s-invariant minimal parabolic pair in G,
P s MN the corresponding Levi decomposition, K a maximal compact
q q  q q.subgroup with G s PK, and put X s X l G for X ; G. Then P , A
is a minimal parabolic pair in Gq, and there is a maximal compact
subgroup Kq in Gq with Gqs PqKq. Denote by M the set of m in Mqy
 . q q q q qwith b m F 1 for every root b of A in P . Then G s K M K , andy
MqrAq is compact. Put A s Aql M . Denote by g and P the Liey y
q q algebras of G and P, by g and P the sets of fixed points of s these
q q. y yare the Lie algebras of G and P , and by g and P the y1
Ä Ä .eigenspaces of s in g and P these are the Lie algebras of G and P .
Our assumption is that for any compact open subgroup K in K there is a0
Ä . .compact open subgroup P in P such that Int a P l P ; K for all a0 0 0
in A . Recall that a lattice L in g is a compact open R-submodule of g ,y
where R is the ring of integers of F. Then our assumption can be put as
saying that for any lattice L in g there is a lattice L in g such that1
 . y .Int a P l L ; L for all a in A .1 y
 .EXAMPLE. This assumption holds in the group case, where g s X, Y ;
4  .  . q  .4 y  .4X, Y g H , s X, Y s Y, X , g s X, X , g s X, yX , and in the
 .case where ErF is a quadratic extension of fields, g s H E , s s galois
q  . y qaction, g s H F , g s ig , where i generates E over F and has trace
zero. However, this assumption does not hold, for example, when g is the
 .algebra M 2n, F of 2n = 2n matrices over a field F, s is given by
 .conjugation by diag I , yI , and P is the algebra of upper triangularn n
matrices. In this case, taking A to be the diagonal subgroup, A consistsy
 . = < < < <of diag a , . . . , a , a g F , a F a for 1 F i - n and n - i - 2n,1 2 n i i iq1
y 0 X yÄ 4but not for i s n, and P s , and P s I q P . /0 0
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 .For pairs G, s satisfying the assumption above, following Harish-
w xChandra HC2 , we prove:
1. THEOREM. Let K be a compact open subgroup of G. Then for e¨ery0
ÄX ÄX Ä .s-regular g in G there is a neighborhood v of g in G , such that m f isÄ Ä Ä0 0 xÄ
Ä .   .  .qconstant in x g v for e¨ery f g C K _ G here f g s H f gx dx, g gÄ Ä Äc 0 G
.G .
w xFollowing HC2 , the proof consists of several steps; the assumption will
be used only in the last step, while the first is the following ``submersion''
 w x.result. Recall e.g., Serre S that an analytic map a: X ª Y of analytic
manifolds is called submersi¨ e if its differential is surjective. The group G
Ä y1 .  .acts on itself, and on G, by s-Int g g s ggs g . We write Ar B fors
the quotient of A by B under this s-conjugacy.
2. PROPOSITION. Let P be a s-in¨ariant parabolic subgroup of G. Fix a
ÄX q Ä Ä Ä .   . .s-regular g in G . Then the map c : G ª Gr P, c x s Int x g r P,Ä Äg s g sÄ Ä
is submersi¨ e e¨erywhere.
 .  . qProof. Since c xy s c x for all x, y in G , it suffices to showg Int y .gÄ Ä
that c is submersive at x s 1. Then g s gq[ gy, P s Pq[ Py, gqsgÄ
g s, Pqs P s, gy, Py, are the Lie algebras of G, P, Gqs Gs, Pqs P s,
Ä y Ä y y q .G s G , and P. We have to show that g s P q dc g . To computegÄ
the differential dc of c near zero, writeg gÄ Ä
c et X s g ? gy1et Xg ? s gy1 eyt Xs g ? s gy1 .  . .  .gÄ
y1 y1 y1t?Adg . X yt?Ad s g . Xs g e e s g . .
 .   y1 .  y1 .. qThen dc X s Ad g y Ad s g X on X g g . Since G is reduc-gÄ
tive, there exists an F-valued symmetric nondegenerate G- and s-invariant
bilinear form B on g. Then gq is orthogonal to gy with respect to B. Let
w  . . x  .T s ker Ad g y 1 N g denote the Lie algebra of the torus T s Z gÄ ÄG
 q. yin G. Then the orthogonal complement of dc g in g isgÄ
Hy1 y1 q y<Ad g y Ad s g g s ker Ad g y Ad s g g .  . .y .  . . g
y1ys g l Ad s g T . . .
Fix a split s-invariant component of P, and a corresponding Levi decom-
 y.Hyposition P s MN of P, with Lie algebras P s M q N. Then P sg
Ny, and
H y1y q yP q dc g s N l Ad s g T .y .  . .gÄ g
y q y .is empty. Hence P q dc g s g , as required.gÄ
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ÄXFix a s-regular g in G , and a parabolic subgroup P of G. ThenÄ
q Ä Ä y1 y1 .  .Proposition 2 implies that the map G = P ª G, x, p ¬ pxg x s p ,Ä
w xis submersive. Theorem 11 of HCD, p. 49 then asserts that there exists a
` q Ä ` Ä .  .unique linear map C G = P ª C G , a ¬ f , such that for every Fc c a , gÄ
` Ä .in C G we havec
y1y1a x , p F pxg x s p dx d p .  .Ä .H H lq ÄG P
s f g F g dg . .  .Ä Ä ÄH a , gÄÄG
Here dx is a Haar measure on Gq, d p is a left invariant Haar measure onl
Ä Ä qP, and dg is a Haar measure on G s GrG .Ä
` q Ä ÄX ` Ä .  .3. PROPOSITION. Fix a in C G = P . Then the map G ª C G ,c c
y ¬ f is locally constant.Ä a , yÄ
ÄX q Ä ÄX Ä  .Proof. The map G = G = P ª G = G , y , x , p ¬Ä
 y1  .y1 . w xy, pxyx s p is submersive. By HCD, Theorem 11 there is a uniqueÄ Ä
linear map b ¬ f such thatb
y1y1b y , x , p F y , pxyx s p dy dx d p .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä .HHH l
s f y , g F y , g dy dg .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄHH b
` ÄX Ä .  .for all F in C G = G . We shall use this relation with F y, g sÄ Äc
` Ä .  .  .l y F g , l g C G . ThenÄ Ä c
y1y1l y dy b y , x , p F pxyx s p dx d p .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä .H H H lX qÄ ÄG G P
s l y dy f y , g F g dg .  . .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄH H bXÄ ÄG G
` ÄX ÄX .holds for all l g C G , and so we conclude that for all y g G and F inÄc
` Ä .C G , we havec
y1y1b y , x , p F pxyx s p dx d p s f y , g F g dg . .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .H H Hl bq Ä ÄG P G
ÄX  .  .  .Fix y g G , and consider b y, x, p of the form l y a x, p , whereÄ Ä Ä0
` q Ä ` ÄX ÄX .  .  .a g C G = P , and l g C G has l y s 1. Let G denote a neigh-Äc c 0 0
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ÄX ÄXborhood of y in G on which l s 1. Then for any y in G and any F inÄ Ä0 0
` Ä .C G , we havec
y1y1f g F g dg s a x , p F pxyx s p dx d p .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä .H H Ha , y lÄ qÄ ÄG G P
y1y1s b y , x , p F pxyx s p dx d p .  .Ä Ä .H H lq ÄG P
s f y , g F g dg . . .Ä Ä Ä ÄH bÄG
ÄX Ä .  .Consequently f g s f y, g for all y in G and g in G. SinceÄ Ä Ä Ä Äa , y b 0Ä
X` Ä Ä .f g C G = G , the map y ¬ f is locally constant, as required.Äb c a , yÄ
ÄXProof of Theorem 1. Consider first a s-regular element g in G whichÄ
is elliptic in G; namely it lies in no proper parabolic subgroup P of G, or
 .equivalently, its centralizer Z g in G is compact modulo the centerÄG
 .  . q q  .qZ s Z G of G. Then the centralizer Z g of g in G is G l Z g ,Ä Ä ÄG G
and it is compact modulo Zqs Gql Z; Zq is not necessarily the center
q q ÄX .Z G of G . For such g g G , we haveÄ
Ä Äm f s f Int x g dx . .Ä . HgÄ q qG rZ
q q ÄKq y1 y1< <s K mK f mkg k m dk. .Ä H
qK0 qmgM r MZy
 .Here P, A is the s-invariant minimal parabolic pair in G fixed prior to
the statement of Theorem 1, P s MN is the corresponding Levi decompo-
sition, Pqs P l Gq, Aqs A l Gq, and Pqs MqNq is the Levi decom-
q  q  . q q4position in G , M s m g M ; b m F 1 for each root b of A in Py
0  q  . q q4and M s m g M ; b m s 1 for each root b of A in P . Also
< q q < q q qK mK denotes the volume of K mK in G , and we normalize the
 q  . q.qmeasures on the compacta e.g., K and Z g rZ to assign theseÄG
ÄKq Ä .   . .qgroups the volume one. Finally, f g s H f Int k g dk.Ä ÄK
The assumption stated prior to the theorem implies that since MqrAq
is compact, so M ; CA where C is a compact subset of Mq, we cany y
Ä . .choose an open compact subgroup P of P with Int m P l P ; K for0 0 0
q Äall m in M . Let a be the characteristic function of K = P l P, andy 0
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Ä ÄX ` Ä .f s f the corresponding function on G. Then the map G ª C G ,y a , y cÄ Ä
y ¬ f is smooth, andÄ yÄ
y1y1F pkg k s p dk dp s f g F g dg .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä .H H H gÄq Ä ÄK PlP G0
ÄX ` Äg g G , F g C G . .Ä .c
ÄKq y1 .  .Applying this identity with F g s f mgm , we haveÄ Ä
q y1 qK y1 y1 K y1Ä Äf mpkg k s p m dk dp s f g f mgm . .  .  .Ä Ä Ä .H H H gÄq Ä ÄK PlP G0
Ä . .Our assumption then implies that Int m P l P ; K for all m g M .0 0 y
 q.Since K can be chosen to be sufficiently small, so that Int K K ; K ,0 0 0
Ä y1 y1 Ä y1 q  . .  .we have f kk gs k k s f kgk for all k in K , k in K ; henceÄ Ä0 0 0 0
ÄKq y1 ÄKq  . .  .f k gs k s f g . We conclude thatÄ Ä0 0
ÄKq y1 y1 ÄKq y1f mkg k m dk s f g f mgm dg . .  .Ä Ä Ä ÄH H gÄq ÄK G
ÄKq y1s f g f mgm dg .  .Ä Ä ÄH gÄ0ÄG
ÄKq y1 y1s f mkg k m dkÄ .H 0qK
ÄXfor all m g M , and all g in a sufficiently small neighborhood of g in GÄ Äy 0
since g ¬ f is locally constant, namely constant in a sufficiently smallÄ gÄ
Ä Ä.  .  .neighborhood of g . Hence m f s m f for all g in some neighbor-Ä Ä0 g gÄ Ä0ÄXhood of g in G , this neighborhood depending only on K .Ä0 0
ÄX  .Suppose that the s-regular g g G is not elliptic in G. Then T s Z gÄ ÄG
  . y1 .is a torus which is s-invariant since s g s g . Let A be the maximalÄ Ä
 .  .split torus in T. Then s A s A, and M s Z A is a Levi component ofG
a parabolic subgroup. Then M is s-invariant, and we assume that it is the
Levi component of a s-invariant parabolic subgroup P s MN. Then
g g M, we decompose x s knm in Gqs KqNqMq, and writeÄ
Ä y1 ÄKq y1 Xf xg x dx s f mg m ? n dm dn, .  .Ä ÄH H H
q q q q qG rA M rA N
X  y1 .y1 y1 y1 y1where n s mg m ? n ? mg m ? n g N. Since mg m is in M,Ä Ä Ä
X ÄKqwhile n is in N, the function f on M = N can be considered to be a
Ä Ä .  .linear combination of product s of two functions, f on M, and f on1 2
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` .some subset of N. Extend f to a function in C N , and let n range over2 c
N, rather than only Nq. Then
y1X y1 <f n dn s det Ad mg m y 1 f n dn .  . .ÄH N H /2 2
N N
y1 <s det Ad g y 1 f n dn, .  .Ä . N H 2
N
y1 ÄX<   . . < <and det Ad g y 1 is a locally constant function in g g G . Then itÄ ÄN
ÄXsuffices to restrict attention only to g g G l M, for which the centralizerÄ
 . q q  .qZ g in M is compact modulo M l Z M . This is the case of theÄM
qelliptic-in-M elements, considered above.
12. SPHERICAL CHARACTERS CONTROL
ORBITAL INTEGRALS
Let F be a local non-archimedean field, G a reductive group over F, s
an involution of G over F, H s Gs the group of fixed points of s in G,
 .  .  .put G s G F , H s H F , and Z s Z F , where Z is the center of G.
Äw xThese are l-groups in the terminology of BZ . Define G to be the image
 .y1of the map GrH ª G, g ¬ g s gs g , where s is the involution of GÄ
` Ä Ä .  .  .induced by s. Given f in C GrZ , define f g s H f gh dh. Then fÄc H
` Ä Ä Ä y1 .   . 4lies in C GrZ , Z s zs z ; z g Z , and we havec
Ä Äm f s f xg y dx dy s f Int x g dx s m f . .  .  . .Ä  .H Hg gÄ
 .  .H=HrZ g HrZ gÄH=H H
 .  . 4Here Z g s x, y g H = H; xg y s zg for some z in Z , andH= H
 .   . 4Z g s x g H; Int x g s zg for some z in Z .Ä Ä ÄÄH
Let p be an admissible irreducible G-module, and L s L an elementp
 .of the space Hom p , C of H-invariant linear forms on p . Let p denoteÄH
Ã Ã Ã .the contragredient of p , and L s L an element of Hom p , C . Then LÄp HÄ
lies in the dual p U of p . For simplicity, we assume that p transformsÄ Ä
` Ã Ã .  .trivially under Z. For every f g C GrZ , the image p f L of L underc
 .  .  . the action of the convolution operator p f s H f g p g dg a choiceG r Z
U Ä.  .of a Haar measure dg is implicit lies in the smooth part p s p s pÄ Äsm
U Ã  . :of p . Hence f ¬ L, p f L defines a distribution on G, which is
bi-H-invariant.
w  .  .xBERNSTEIN LOCALIZATION PRINCIPLE BZ, 2.37 ; Be, 1.4 . If X, Y are
l-spaces, H is an l-group acting on X, and q: X ª Y is a continu-
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  .  . .ous H-in¨ariant q hx s q x for all h in H, x in X map, then
` .U H ` .U H y1 .[ C X is dense in C X , where X s q y .c y c yy g Y
Ä ÄUsing this with X s GrZ and Y being the space of semi-simple
Ä Ä ` Ä Ä U H .H-conjugacy classes s in GrZ, we conclude that C GrZ is generatedÄ c
` Ä U H Ä Ä Ä .  .by C G , where G denotes the closed set of g in GrZ whoseÄc s sÄ Ä
semi-simple part is H-conjugate to s. Here s ranges over the set ofÄ Ä
Ä Ä ` Ä U H .semi-simple H-conjugacy classes in GrZ. Each of the spaces C G isc sÄ
finite dimensional, the dimension being bounded by the number of H-
Ä conjugacy classes in G which carry an H-invariant measure i.e., thesÄ
.centralizer of a representative of the H-orbit is unimodular . It is one
Ädimensional, spanned by the orbital integral, when s is s-regular in G.Ä
` .U GIn the group case, C G is spanned by the orbital integrals on thec s
 ` .U G w x.G-orbits in G which ``converge,'' namely extend to C G , by Rao R .s c
` Ä U H .In the general symmetric space situation, a basis of C G will consistc sÄ
only of linear combinations of extensions of orbital integrals. A single
` U H Ä Ä  . . orbital integral, namely, a generator of C Int H g where g g GrZÄ Äc
` Ä U H ` Ä Ä U H.  .   . .has semi-simple part s , may not extend to C G and C GrZ .Ä c s cÄ
Ä Ä Ä ` Ä U H .Note that since G is closed in GrZ, any element of C G extends tos c sÄ Ä
` Ä Ä U H .one in C GrZ .c
` Ä U H .DEFINITION. The elements of C G will be called generalized or-c sÄ
Äbital integrals on G .sÄ
Ä Ã ` Ä Ä U H .   . :  .0. COROLLARY. The distribution L f s L, p f L in C GrZp c
Ä ` Ä Ä Ä .¨anishes at f g C GrZ if all generalized orbital integrals of f are zero.c
w xFollowing Kazhdan's density theorem K, Appendix in the group case,
 .we shall consider now a partial converse to this statement.
 .DEFINITION. The pair G, H has the multiplicity one property if
 .dim Hom p , C F 1 for every admissible irreducible G-module p .C H
 .1. THEOREM. Suppose that G, H has the multiplicity one property, and
Ä ` Ä Ä Ä Ã .  .   . :f g C GrZ satisfies that L f s L , p f L is zero for e¨ery admis-c p p pÄ
Ä .  .sible G-module p with tri¨ ial central character . Then m f s 0 for e¨erygÄ
Äs-regular s-elliptic element g in G.Ä
One would expect a stronger conclusion to hold, namely that every
Ägeneralized orbital integral of f is zero, or that the L , as p ranges overp
` Ä Ä U H .the set of all admissible irreducible G-modules, span C GrZ . Perhapsc
 .this holds for any pair G, H , without assuming the multiplicity one
property. However, even to prove the theorem as stated, we shall assume a
w xnatural symmetric space extension of Arthur's fundamental work A2 on
the trace formula. One may then view our work as a motivation to carry
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out the computation of the spherical, or bi-period, summation formula, as
stated below.
Ä  .Recall that g g G is s-regular if Z g is a torus, and it is s-elliptic ifÄ ÄH
 .   . .Z g is an elliptic torus of H Z g is compact modulo center . TheÄ ÄH H
w xproof of the theorem, following Kazhdan K, Appendix , is global, and uses
the notion of stable s-conjugacy.
X ÄDEFINITION. The elements g , g of G are stably s-conjugate if thereÄ Ä
 .exists x in H s H F , where F is an algebraic closure of F, such that
X  .  .  .  X.g s Int x g , and Int x : Z g ª Z g is defined over F. As usual,Ä Ä Ä ÄH H
X Ä X  .g , g of G are called s-conjugate if g s Int x g for some x in H. AlsoÄ Ä Ä Ä
X  . Xwe say that g , g in G are stably s-conjugate if g , g are.Ä Ä
ÄThe s-conjugacy classes within the stable s-conjugacy class of g in GÄ
are parametrized by
B grF s H _ A grF rZ g , .  .  .Ä Ä Äs s H
X Ä .   .  .  .where A grF s x g H; g s Int x g lies in G, and Int x : Z g ªÄ Ä Ä Äs H
 X. 4 X  .Z g is defined over F . Note that if g s Int x g , then for any t inÄ Ä ÄH
y1 y1 y1 .  .  .  .  .Gal FrF we have xg x s t x gt x , and x s x t x lies in Z g .Ä Ä Ät H
y1  .  .4Then via the morphism x ¬ t ¬ x s x t x , t g Gal FrF of pointedt
sets, we have
1 1B grF s ker H F , Z g ª H F , H . .  .  . .Ä Äs H
Ä X Thus given g in G, a g which is stably s-conjugate to g determines andÄ Ä Ä
.  . Xis determined by a unique element of B grF . The element g isÄ Äs
s-conjugate to g precisely when it determines the trivial element ofÄ
1 1  ..    .  ...H F, Z g s H Gal FrF , Z g .Ä ÄH H
w xFollowing K , we need to embed our local situation in a global one.
Given a local field FX, group GX, involution s X and H X s GX s
X
, an element
X X X X  X.  XXg in G which is s -regular, put T s Z g this is a s -invariant torusÄ ÄG
X X. Xy1. X  X. X XX Xsince s g s g and T s Z g s T l H . Fix a galois extensionÄ Ä ÄH H
Y X X X X X w xF rF of F over which G , H , T split. Then by F1, I, Sect. 4, Lemma
there exists a global galois extension ErF such that at least at two places
w of F we have that the completion F of F at w is FX, E s E m F ifw w F w
Y  .  .F , Gal E rF , Gal ErF . Moreover, there exist a reductive F-groupw w
Ä sG, an involution s of G over F put H s G for the group of fixed
.  .points , a s-invariant torus T over F put T s T l H , such that G sH w
 . X < X X X  .G F is G , s s s G is s , H is H , T is T , and T s T F isw w w w w H , w H w
X  wXT . The existence of two such places w guarantees by CF, middle of p.H
Äx.  .361 that G s G F , H, T , T are dense in G , H , T , T , and G sH w w w H , w
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä 4  4  .  .g ; g g G in G s g ; g g G , T in T . Moreover Z T s Z TÄ Ä Ä Äw w w G w Gw w
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Ä .contains Z T as a dense subset. Consequently, every neighborhood inÄG
Ä Ä Äs -reg Ä .  .Z T contains an element of Z T . Given g in G , and f gÄÄ ÄG w G 0 w ww
` Ä Ä Ä Äs -reg .  .C G rZ with m f / 0, there exists g in G in any given neigh-Äc w w g wÄ0 Ä .borhood of g such that m f / 0.Ä0 g wÄ
X ÄWe shall use the following observation. Given g , g in G which areÄ Ä
Ästably s-conjugate in G for some place ¨ of F, they are s-conjugate over¨
an algebraic closure of F , and hence over a finite extension of F; namely¨
Äthey are stably s-conjugate in G.
Let A denote the ring of adeles of F, and Au the ring of adeles with no
component at the place u of F. Introduce the pointed direct sums
 .  .  w .  .B grA s [ B grF and B grA s [ B grF , as well asÄ Ä Ä Äs s ¨ s s ¨¨ ¨ / w
1 . 1 . 1 w . 1 .H A, T s [ H F , T and H A , T s [ H F , T . IfH ¨ H , ¨ H ¨ H , ¨¨ ¨ / w
X Ä Xg , g are s-conjugate in G for all ¨ / w, then g defines the identityÄ Ä Ä¨
1 w X Ä .element in the pointed set H A , T . Hence g , g are s-conjugate in G,Ä ÄH
by:
 w x. 1 w . 1 .2. THEOREM Tate T . H A , T is isomorphic to H F, T .H H
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on a bi-period summation formula,
 .  .  .which we proceed to describe. Let G s G A , H s H A , Z s Z A be the
2 2 .groups of adele points of G, H, Z. Let L s L ZG _ G denote the space
of complex-valued, smooth on the right, functions on G which transform
 .trivially under Z and left action of G s G F , and are square integrable
2   . . .  .on ZG _ G. Then G acts on L by right translation: r g f h s f hg
 2 . ` .f g L ; g, h g G . Denote by C Z _ G the span of the functions m fc ¨¨
` . 0on Z _ G, where f g C G rZ for every place ¨ of F, and f s f for¨ c ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
almost all ¨ . Here f 0 is the constant measure of volume one whose¨
support is Z K , where K is a standard maximal compact subgroup of¨ ¨ ¨
G .¨
 .  .  . 2The convolution operator r f s H f y r y dy on L is an integralZ _G
 .  .  .  .  .operator: r f f x s H K y, x f y dy with kernel K y, x sZG _G f f
 y1 . f y g x . This is the ``geometric'' expression for the kernel, butg g Z _G
there is an alternative expression for the kernel, namely the ``spectral''
w xexpression. This expression is rather complicated; see Arthur A1 . We
shall use only a part of it here. A full discussion will remain for a future
work.
The trace formula is obtained on integrating both the geometric and the
spectral expressions over the diagonal x s y g ZG _ G. The bi-period
summation formula, in which no traces appear, is obtained on integrating
both expressions over x, y in Z ? H _ H, where Z s Z l H. Such formu-H H
w x  .las have been derived by Jacquet and Lai JL for G s GL 2, E , H s
 . w x  .GL 2, F , ErF a quadratic extension, by FH when G s GL n, E , H s
 . w x  .GL n, F , and by F2 when G s GL 2n, F , s is conjugation by
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 .  .  .diag I , yI , where I is the identity in GL n, F , and H , GL n, F =n n n
 .GL n, F , diagonally embedded in G.
` .  .DEFINITION. The function f g C G rZ is called s-discrete if f g¨ c ¨ ¨ ¨
Ä ` Ä Ä .  ./ 0 implies that Z g rZ is a compact torus. Similarly, f g C G rZÄH H ¨ c ¨ ¨¨ ¨Ä .  .is s-discrete if f g / 0 implies that Z g rZ is a compact torus. TheÄ Ä¨ H H¨ ¨
` .  .function f s mf g C GrZ is s-discrete if given g g G, f xg y / 0 for¨ c
 .any x, y in H implies that Z g is an elliptic torus, namely g is s-regularÄ ÄH
Ä Ä ` Ä Ä .  .  .and Z g rZ g Z is compact. Similarly for f s mf g C GrZ .Ä ÄH H H ¨ c
ÄIn particular, a s-discrete f is supported on the s-regular s-elliptic set,¨
Ä Äa s-discrete f vanishes on the H-orbits of rational elements g in G unlessÄ
Ä Äthey are s-regular and s-elliptic, and f s mf is s-discrete when it has a¨
s-discrete component.
 .2Let us compute the integral over Z H _ H of the geometric expres-H
 .sion for K x, y , when f s mf is s-discrete. It isf ¨
f xg yy1 dx dy s f xgh yy1 dx dy .  .  HH HH
2 .HrH Z H ggGrZ hgHrZ ggGrHZH
s dx dy f xg y .H H
HrH Z HrZH H ggGrHZ
Äs dx f Int x g dx , . .ÄH
HrH Z H Ä ÄggGrZÄ
y1 Ä Ä .  .  .where g s gs g and f g s H f gh dh. Since f is s-discrete, thisÄ Ä H r Z H
is equal to
Äf Int xh g dx . .Ä H
HrH Z H  .Ä Ä hgHrZ g . Ägg GrZ rHÄ H
Äs Z g rZ g Z f Int x g dx. .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä HH H H
 .HrZ gÄHÄ Ä 4  .g g GrZ rHÄ
Ä Ä Ä Ä 4  .Here g ranges over the set GrZ rH of H-conjugacy classes in GrZ,Ä
 . <  .  . <Z g is a torus, and the volume Z g rZ g Z is finite by theÄ Ä ÄH H H H
Äassumption that f is s-regular. This assumption also implies that the sum
ranges only over s-regular s-elliptic H-conjugacy classes g of rationalÄ
Ä Äelements, in GrZ. The sum is called the geometric part of the bi-period
summation formula.
Ä3. PROPOSITION. For a s-discrete f , the geometric part of the bi-period
summation formula is finite.
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 .Proof. Given a compact set C in GrZ, the set of G-orbits Int G g ,
 . g g GrZ, whose G-orbit Int G g intersects C nontrivially, is finite see,
w x.e.g., F1, I, Sect. 3, Proposition . We shall apply this observation with
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä  .C s supp f , g g GrZ. Fix g g GrZ such that Int G g intersects C. WeÄ Ä Ä
 .need to show that the number of H-orbits Int H g , where g lies inÄ Ä1 1
 .  .Int G g , such that Int H g intersects C nontrivially, is finite. ThusÄ Ä1
Ä .  .  .g s Int h g , h g GrZ g , with g g G. Then 1 s g s g sÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä1 G 1 1 1
y1  . y1  .y1 y1  .  .hgh s h g s h , and h s h lies in Z g .Ä Ä ÄG
w xA theorem of Harish-Chandra HCD, p. 52 asserts that given g and theÄ
 .compact C in GrZ, there exists a compact C in GrZ g , such that ifÄ1 G
 .  .  .Int g g g C for g in GrZ g , then g g C . Applying this with Int h yÄ ÄG 1 1
 .g C, h g H, we conclude that hh g C , where C s C g , C is a compactÄ1 1 1
 .in GrZ g .ÄG
 .  .Consider the natural projection u: GrZ g ª H _ GrZ g . ThenÄ ÄG G
 .   ..  .u C is compact, while the image u GrZ g of GrZ g is discrete, inÄ Ä1 G G
 .  .  .  .H _ GrZ g . Hence u h lies in the finite set u C l u G . In otherÄG 1
  .  . 4words, the set H _ h g GrZ g ; Int Hh g intersects C is finite. ItÄ ÄG
Ä Ä  . 4follows that the set g g GrZ; Int H g l C nonempty consists of a finiteÄ Ä
number of H-orbits. Hence there are only finitely many terms, indexed by
Ä Ä 4  .g g GrZ rH, which contribute to the geometric part of the bi-periodÄ
Äsummation formula, for any given s-discrete test function f , as asserted.
Ä Ä .   . .Note that each of the orbital integrals m f s H f Int x g dx isÄg H r Z g .Ä ÄHÄ Ä .   . .a product of the local orbital integrals m f s H f Int x g dx,Äg ¨ H r Z g . ¨Ä Ä¨ H¨Ä Ä0when f s mf . For almost all ¨ , the component f is the function f¨ ¨ ¨
Ä Ä Ä Ä y1< <which is supported on K Z , and takes the value K Z there. Then¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
Ä0  . .  .  .  .f Int x g / 0 precisely for x g K l H Z g rZ g , and the mea-Ä Ä Ä¨ ¨ ¨ H H¨ ¨
sures on these compact subgroups are normalized so that the product of
Ä .the m f over ¨ is convergent.g ¨Ä
Ä Ä4. COROLLARY. For a s-discrete f s mf , the geometric part of the¨
formula is the finite sum
ÄZ g rZ g Z m f . .  .Ä Ä  . H H H g ¨Ä
¨Ä Ä 4  .g g GrZ rHÄ
We now summarize what we need on the geometric side of the bi-period
Äsummation formula for the proof of Theorem 1. Suppose we are given fw
Ä Ä Ä .and a s-regular s-elliptic g g G rZ such that m f / 0. Then weÄw w w g wÄw
can embed the local situation F , G , . . . in a global situation F, G, . . . asw w
Ä Äabove, find a global s-regular s-elliptic element g in GrZ such thatÄ
Ä Ä ` Ä Ä Ä Ä0 .  .m f / 0, and components f g C G rZ for all ¨ / w, with f s fg w ¨ c ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨Ä
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Ä Ä Ä .for almost all ¨ , such that m f / 0 for all ¨ / w. Put f s mf . Theng ¨ ¨Ä
Ä .m f / 0.gÄ
Äw Ä Ä Ä Äw5. LEMMA. There exists a function f s m f such that f s f m f¨ w¨ / w
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .has the property that m f / 0 for d g GrZ rH precisely when d is theÄd
Ä .class Int H g Z.Ä
Ä Ä ÄProof. There are only finitely many H-orbits d in GrZ such that
Ä Ä .m f / 0. As noted above, d and g lie in the same H-orbit if they lie inÄÄd
Ä Ä Ä .the same H -orbit for all ¨ / w. Thus for each d / g in GrZ rH withÄ¨
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .  .m f / 0, we can find a place ¨ / w such that Int H dZ / Int H g Z .ÄÄd ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
ÄThese orbits are closed. We can then replace f by its product with the¨
Ä .characteristic function of an open closed neighborhood of Int H g ZÄ¨ ¨
Ä Ä .which does not intersect Int H dZ . Repeating this process a finite¨ ¨
Äwnumber of times we obtain the function f with the required properties.
We shall next consider part of the spectral expression for the kernel
 . 2K x, y . This part corresponds to the discrete spectrum L of the G-mod-f d
 2 . 2ule r, L , which consists of subrepresentations of L . Then the irre-
ducible admissible G-modules p which occur in L2 appear with finite
 4multiplicities. Let F denote an orthonormal basis for the isotypicalp
 .  2 .component of p , and put m p s dim Hom p , L for the multiplicityC G d
2  . ` . 2of p in L . Then the restriction of r f , f g C GrZ , to L is repre-c d
sented by the kernel
K x , y s F x p f F y . .  .  .  . . f , d
 4  4p F p
Here p ranges over the set of equivalence classes of the irreducible
admissible G-modules in L2 . Integrating over x, y in Z H _ H, we obtaind H
m p F x dx ? p f F x dx , .  .  .  . .  H H
Z H_H Z H_HH H 4  4p F p
 4where now F extends over an orthonormal basis of the G-modulep
p ; L2 . Indeed, the linear formd
P f s F x dx ? p f F x dx .  .  .  . . H H
Z H_H Z H_HH H 4F p
` .  4 2on C GrZ is independent of the choice of the basis F of p ; L .c p d
 .We shall now use the multiplicity one assumption for the pair G , H¨ ¨
for every place ¨ of F. Fix an H -invariant linear form L on p and L¨ p ¨ pÄ¨ ¨
on p for each admissible irreducible H -spherical G -module p , suchÄ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
 0. 0that L j s 1 for almost all ¨ where p is unramified and j is thep ¨ ¨ ¨¨
K -fixed vector used in the definition of p as a restricted tensor product¨
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 .mp of local G -modules. The form F ¬ H F x dx on p is then a¨ ¨ Z H _HH
multiple of mL .¨
A basis for p can also be formed on fixing an orthonormal basis for
 4each component p , say j , and taking the products m j , where¨ ¨ ¨¨
0  .j s j for almost all ¨. Then P f is¨ ¨
U Ã :L , j ? L , p f j .Ä ;  p ¨ p ¨ ¨ ¨Ä¨ ¨¨ ¨mj¨
 :s L , p f L s L , p f L : .  . p ¨ ¨ p p pÄ Ä¨ ¨¨
U  .  y1 .up to a scalar multiple, where f g s f g , and L s mL ,¨ ¨ p p ¨
L s mL .p pÄ Ä ¨
6. COROLLARY. The discrete part of the spectral side of the bi-period
 . ` .summation formula for the pair G, H and the function f g C GrZ ,c
 .  . :  .f s mf , is  c p L , p f L , c p g C.¨ p 4 p pÄ
When the group G is anisotropic, namely the quotient ZG _ G is
2 .compact, the entire spectrum L ZG _ G is discrete, namely it decom-
poses as a direct sum of irreducible subspaces. However, in general, in
addition to the discrete spectrum L2 , the space L2 would contain also ad
w xcontinuous spectrum. This has been studied in depth by Arthur A1, 2 in
the group case, where the bi-period summation formula reduces to the
trace formula. We shall make the following assumption, which asserts that
the natural extension of Arthur's work holds in the symmetric space
situation. Of course, carrying out the proof of this extension would require
a serious effort. Our assumption is that this extension can be carried out.
U ` .PROPOSITION . Let f s mf g C GrZ be a test function such that for¨ c
sufficiently many places ¨ of F, the component f is s-discrete. Then the¨
 .geometric side of the bi-period summation formula for G, H is equal to
the discrete part of the spectral side of the bi-period summation formula, where
the sum o¨er p may include some other automorphic representations, i.e.,
constituents of L2, not necessarily in the discrete spectrum.
Proof of Theorem 1. We embed the local situation of f , . . . in a globalw
situation, where the place w is repeated sufficiently many times, numbered
w , w , . . . , with w being the original place w. The s-elliptic s-regular0 1 0
 .element g where m f / 0 can be approximated by a global elementÄw g wÄ0 w 00Ä Ä  .g in GrZ, where m f / 0, and g is s-elliptic s-regular at all of theÄ Äg wÄ 0 Äw 0places w . Then the function f s m f can be chosen by Lemma 5i ¨¨ / w 0Äsuch that f is s-discrete at each of the places w , and such thatw iiÄ Ä Äw 0 Ä Ä Ä .  .m f / 0, f s f m f , and such that if m f / 0 for a rational d inÄg w dÄ 0Ä Ä ÄGrZ, then d is in the H-orbit of g .Ä
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It follows that the geometric part of the bi-period summation formula
Ä .reduces to a multiple of m f by a volume factor. Yet this geometric sidegÄ
Äis equal to the discrete part of the spectral side, for our f , which has
sufficiently many s-discrete components so that PropositionU applies. But
Äthe discrete part of the spectral side is zero by the assumption on f , thatw 0
  . :L , p f L s 0 for every admissible irreducible G -module p . Thep w w p w wÄw w Ä .resulting contradiction implies that m f s 0 for every s-regular s-g wÄwÄ Äelliptic element g in G rZ , as required.Äw w w
 . URemark. 1 ``Sufficiently many'' in Proposition is likely to be more
than the rank of the symmetric space GrH. This rank is the dimension of
a maximal commutative subspace consisting of semi-simple elements in the
y1 eigenspace gy of the Lie algebra g of G under the action of the
involution s on g.
 .2 It will be interesting to extend the conclusion of Theorem 1 to
Ä Äinclude elements g g GrZ other than s-regular s-elliptic ones.Ä
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